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INT-SUB-RITE-DAY (Sub-Rite is a generic Subway.) 
Marty walks behind Kevin who's putting a sandwich in a bag next to 
the cash register where they're working at a Sub-Rite and he whispers 
into Kevin's ear: 
 
                                MARTY                                         
                            (whispering) 

Hey Kevin, let’s get fucked up. 
 
Kevin whispers back to Marty saying: 
 
                            KEVIN 
                            (whispering)                  

Yeah, this job sucks anyway.  Making sandwiches all  
day for all these people with attitudes blows my ass. 

 
Marty continues whispering into Kevin's ear saying: 
 
        MARTY  
                            (whispering) 
 

Let's roll one up and smoke it in the back room. 
 
Kevin whispers back at Marty saying: 
 
                        KEVIN   
                            (whispering) 

Alright give me one second. 
 
Kevin hands the sandwich to Shaquana, a middle aged black woman, and 
rings in her order into the cash register. 
 
        KEVIN 

Okay, your total comes to $5.30. 
 
      SHAQUANA  

  (loaded with attitude) 
You didn't ask me if I wanted a bag of chips or a  
soda with that. 

 
                                KEVIN                         

(sarcastic) 
Well, I'm sorry.  I guess I forgot.  Did you want  
anything else with that fine sandwich today? 
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 SHAQUANA 
 (angry) 

Yeah, I want your manager's number, so I can give her  
a piece of my mind.  You’re the most terrible employee  
I’ve ever seen at this place.  

 
Marty is behind Kevin at a prep. counter that is facing the opposite 
of the cash register.  He grabs a handful of napkins squirts some 
mayonnaise in the middle and folds it in half.  He hands it to 
Shaquana while saying: 

 
                                MARTY 
                        (calm and respectful)              

Here, I just wrote down the telephone number to my  
manager on this napkin because I think this guy  
deserves to be fired too.  He's always fucking around  
on the job. 

 
Shaquana opens up the napkin and sees the mayonnaise inside and then 
Marty says: 
 
                                MARTY  
                        (smiling and laughing) 

Ah, just kidding that's a load of cum from me to you.   
It's on the house. 
 

Marty and Kevin laugh hysterically while Shaquana says: 
 
                           SHAQUANA 
                               (angry) 

Ewh, you chubby little fuck head.  I ought to come  
back there and strangle your ass.   

 
          MARTY 

My, my, my.  We have one that doesn't have any manners.  
Well, I'm actually the manager and if you want to  
complain then just call 1-800-BLOW-ME. 

 
                               SHAQUANA                    
                               (angry) 

I'm going to catch you guys when you're on your lunch  
break out back smoking that reefer and kill your asses  
dead with my nine millimeter.   

 
                        MARTY                       

Go ahead and shoot me right between the eyes for all  
I care.  What do you think this is anyways?  A 
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psychiatrist's office.  Take all of your complaining 
elsewhere. 

 
Shaquana says to Kevin and Marty while walking away: 
 
                           SHAQUANA 
                               (angry) 

You punk ass bitches better watch your backs. 
 
Kevin and Marty wave while saying:       
 

                 KEVIN 
                     (fake polite while smiling) 

Please come back soon. 
 
                        MARTY 
                     (fake polite while smiling) 

Bye.   
 
Marty says to Kevin:       
   
                                MARTY 

Dude, that cunt needs to get laid.  I think that pussy 
hasn't been touched in decades. 

 
                        KEVIN 
          Yeah, she's quite the character. 
 
                        MARTY 

Let's go get fucked up and eat that party sub that  
was supposed to be for that douche bag that came in  
here earlier. 

 
INT-SUB-RITE-PREPROOM-DAY 
Marty and Kevin are in the back smoking a blunt and by the appearance 
of their bloodshot eyes, giddy demeanor, and hunkered postures it's 
apparent they've been blazing for a little while.  Marty tokes on the 
blunt and hands it to Kevin while saying: 
 
                        MARTY 

Here why don't you finish this off?  I got the munchies  
so bad dude.  I'm going to fill up on some roast beef. 

 
Marty walks over to where the party sub is on the counter while Kevin 
says: 
 
                            KEVIN 
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Okay, my pleasure. 
 
Kevin tokes on the blunt while Marty cuts a big portion of the party 
sub and takes a bite.  Then Marty says while chewing: 
 
                            MARTY 

Man, we should throw a party tonight in the woods        
behind my house.  And we should steal some beer and wine 
coolers from this place as drinks for us and our guests. 

 
                        KEVIN 

Oh, yeah?  How do you suppose we go about                        
stealing the drinks? 

 
                        MARTY 

We take an empty shopping cart, fill it up full of empty 
produce boxes, take it into the cooler and load them up 
with our choice of alcoholic drinks.  Then we just sneak 
out the back door with our cartful of goodies and put them 
into my van. 

 
                            KEVIN 
          What if somebody catches us while we're doing it? 
 
                        MARTY 

We tell them that we're stocking the cooler. 
 
                        KEVIN 

Marty, that sounds like the best idea ever.  But what  
about the camera? 

 
         MARTY 

They won't catch us.  I've already cut the cord on  
the camera. 

 
                                KEVIN 

Man, you're a master of crime.  I should be more like  
you.  Let's do this shit. 

 
INT-BACKROOM OF GAS STATION/SUB-RITE-MID EVENING 
Marty and Kevin are loading up empty produce boxes into a regular 
sized shopping cart. 
 
                            MARTY 

Dude, there should be a time during our shift where  
we all strip down naked and have a big ass party with  
a bunch of girls.  We could also put some porno on the  
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TV that's out in front of the cash register and have a  
massive orgy.  Plus, we could sell tickets to join in our 
orgy to customers. 

 
                            KEVIN 

Wow, dude that's kinda crazy. 
 
                      MARTY 
Yeah, I know.  But just think how cool that would be.  
Okay sir, you have twenty dollars in gas and would you  
like to buy a ticket to attend our lovely orgy. 

 
                            KEVIN 

I think it would set the mood right for this place. 
 
                      MARTY 
It sure would make this job more bearable. 

 
                        KEVIN 

I agree completely.   
 
                      MARTY 
We should do it on Sunday at about one when all the 
churches get out.  

 
                        KEVIN 

That's an even better idea.   
 
                      MARTY 
I think that idea could get us a position in management. 

 
Bernie the manager comes out from his office in the back and says: 
 
                            BERNIE 

Wow, you guys beat me to the punch.  I was just coming  
out here to tell you to take those boxes out to the 
dumpster. 

 
                            MARTY 

Well Bernie, we are partially telepathic. 
   
                            BERNIE 
          Man, I'm glad you guys are part of this team. 
 
                            KEVIN 
(sarcastic, yet holding back this feeling to try to not draw                          
attention to himself.)  
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We're just a couple of good employees trying                
to go the extra mile to please our wonderful                                       
boss. 

 
                            BERNIE 

You guys are impressive.   
 

MARTY                                          KEVIN                            
Thanks.                                        Thanks.   

          
                                BERNIE 

If you guys keep up the good work I'll get you an extra 
nickel an hour raise. 

 
                            MARTY 

Wow, now that's some incentive. 
 
                            BERNIE 

Well, we don't cheat out our employee's from the rewards 
they should be getting for doing an excellent job. 

 
                            KEVIN 

If the raise was any higher I think it would be a crime 
against this corporation. 

   
                            BERNIE                   

Now, I think that it's a fair amount.  We don't really  
get a whole lot of money to toss around down here to  
the little people.       
                       
                      MARTY                     
That's because of all the goodie two shoes, white collar 
head honchos have million dollar salaries.  And on top  
of that they are probably embezzling money. 

                         
                                BERNIE                      

Now, now.  We don't want to think nasty thoughts about  
our employers.  We should feel lucky that we have a job  
and work as hard as we can to climb up in position  
within this company.  

  
                        KEVIN 

Well, to tell you the truth this job is probably as  
hard as the jobs that they have, but for some ungodly 
reason we make less than them. 

 
BERNIE 
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I think that you're mistaken.  I think the two of  
you need to be honest with yourselves and then you'll 
realize that my job is harder than your job.  And their  
job is harder than my job and that's why the pay scale  
goes up higher as you climb the ladder of this great 
company. 

       
MARTY 

I don't believe that you're right.  If we all put in the 
hours and are working hard we all should get the same pay.  
And they won’t give us a corporate job because we're not 
“qualified” to do their jobs because we don't have the 
prerequisites of schooling that they have.  And the school 
bullshit is just nonsense anyway.  They train those guys in 
the work place just like anybody else who gets a job within 
this company.  So, just because you sat at lectures 
listening to somebody blabbing on and on about shit for an 
extra four to ten years doesn't mean you're any more 
capable of doing the job.  I wish they would just hire me.  
It's all just a holy crock of shit. 

 
                                BERNIE                  

Yeah, well that's the way it is and nobody  
can change the way that stuff works because  
it's been that way for centuries.  There are  
exceptions to the rules of having degrees  
to get better paying jobs though.  You guys know that 
director Quentin Tarantino.  Don't you? 

    
                      MARTY                                                           
Yeah, I've seen all of his movies.  He’s a 

          great actor and director. 
 
                        KEVIN 
          Yes, he is.  
 
                            BERNIE 

To get to my point he never went to school  
for writing or directing.  He did spend a couple  
of years of studying acting at James Best Theater  
Company, but that's about it.  Anyways, to get to the point 
he studied how to make films on his own and doesn’t have a 
degree whatsoever.  And he does all of those things 
professionally. 

 
                                KEVIN 

Didn't he also work in movie rental store?  
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                                BERNIE  

Yes, he did.  And it’s rumored that’s where he                               
got a lot of his directorial skills and ideas  
for his films from. 

 
                        MARTY 

I wouldn't mind being an actor and director  
like him, but the chances of that happening  
to someone like me is slim to none. 

      
                                KEVIN                    
          Yeah, it's like a club for the elite and the   
          majority of people have the same problem of  
          not being accepted into the business. 
 
                                BERNIE                  

Well, if you guys just played by the rules and  
went back to school then you might have a  
better chance of doing it. 

  
                                MARTY 

I don't want to go back to school.  School  
is for the birds.  And I don’t look like a bird, do I? 

 
   KEVIN 

          No, you don’t look like a bird. 
 
    MARTY 

          Yeah, you don’t see me chirping, do ya? 
 
                                 KEVIN 
          No, I don’t hear you chirping. 
 

  MARTY 
Yeah, it’s not like I’m chirping like a crazed pigeon 
looking for a bit of seed. 

 
    KEVIN 

I agree with him completely.  He doesn’t even remotely  
look like any sort of fowl that I have ever seen. 

 
    BERNIE                                         

Well, maybe none of those jobs are the right job                   
for you Marty. 

 
                                KEVIN 
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          I might go back to school someday.   
       
                                BERNIE                     
          Okay, that’s great.  But we need to cut this  
          conversation short because I need to get back to 
          work and so do you guys. 
 
                                MARTY 
          Fine. 
 
Bernie goes back into his office, but then comes back out. 
 
                            BERNIE                                     
          Oh yeah, I forgot to tell you guys the other  
          reason that I came out here for.  Can you  
          guys stock the cooler once you're done with  
          those boxes?  I’ll be too busy to help out though 
          because I need to get some of this paper work done 
          before they come for the audit tomorrow. 
 
                        MARTY 
                              (annoyed) 

That was part of the plan. 
 
                                BERNIE                       
          Great, I'm glad you guys are part of this team.   
          It would be terrible to lose you guys, so just  
          make sure that you keep up the good work. 
 
                            KEVIN                       
                             (smirking) 
          Oh, we will we wouldn't want to lose the finest  
          job on the planet. 
 
                            BERNIE 
          Man, that's such a great attitude.   
 
                                KEVIN 
                          (still smirking) 
          Well, we live to serve. 
 
                                BERNIE                        
          Okay, well I'll see you guys in a little while.   
          I've got a lot of work to do.  And so do you guys. 
 
                                MARTY 
          Bye. 
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                        KEVIN 
          See ya. 
 
Bernie goes back inside his office and closes the door. 
 
                                MARTY 
          Dude, that guy is such a fucking tool.  I wish  
          I had his job, so that I could afford more than  
          just barely being a able to sustain my life. 
   
                                KEVIN 

Yeah, he's probably back there right now watching          
wrestling and eating Funions. 

 
                            MARTY 
          I bet you that fucker strips down naked back  
          there and whacks it while watching those midgets  
          run around on Jerry Springer. 
       
                                KEVIN 
          Yeah, you're probably right about that one.  He  
          probably rubs jello all over himself while he’s  
          doing it too. 
   
                        MARTY 
          That cocksucker.  He's always bossing us around.   
          He's the lamest asshole in the whole world. 
 
Bernie opens the office door and says:   
       
                                BERNIE 
          Hey, enough chit chat you guys.  Get back to  
          work. 
 
                        MARTY 
          Sorry sir, we were just talking about how great  
          this job was and devising a plan for getting  
          all of these boxes put into the shopping cart. 
 
                            BERNIE 
          I thought you guys were telepathic.  Just keep  
          the chit chat to a minimum and read each other's  
          minds.  I'm trying to get some work done in here. 
 
Bernie closes the door, then Marty makes faces at him while flipping 
him off with both hands. 
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            KEVIN 
          Let's go get the beer put into these boxes before  
          he comes back out here. 
 
                        MARTY 
          Alright, let's do it. 
 
Marty pushes the shopping cart over to a lift that allows you to move 
from one floor to the other and Kevin follows. 
 
INT-LIFT-DAY 
Marty and Kevin are going down the lift with a shopping cart full of 
empty lettuce boxes. 
 
                            MARTY 

You know what?  We should get some hookers for  
the party tonight because I'm starved for some  
pussy. 

 
                                KEVIN                  
          I wouldn't mind getting in on some of that.   
          But perhaps we could just get some of the local  
          girls to come out to the party and have sex with  
          us instead. 
 

 MARTY              
That would be a lot cheaper.   
 
                      KEVIN 
As they say; free beaver is the best beaver. 
 
                      MARTY 
Yeah, let's go down to the Tap after work and  
pick up a couple of Manchester's finest grade  
“A” girls. 

 
PAULA 
a classy white girl with brunette hair sporting a blue halter top and 
a pair of tight jeans enters the store. 
 
KEVIN’S POV 
He’s looking at Paula’s face. Then as she tilts back her head and 
arches her back to stretch, flaunting off her sexy body and he checks 
her breasts and butt out. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          Dude, there's that chick Paula that we used to  
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          talk to back in high school. 
 
                        MARTY 
          Hey, I'll go talk to her and see if she wants  
          to get rowdy in the woods with us tonight. 
 
                        KEVIN 
          Alright.  I'll be in the cooler stashing the  
          alcohol into these boxes. 
 
Marty goes over to talk to Paula and Kevin makes his way to the 
cooler with the shopping cart full of the empty produce boxes.  Paula 
has just finished paying for gas and a pack of cigarettes. 
 
                        MARTY 
          Hey Paula.  So, what's been going on in your  
          neck of the woods? 
 
                        PAULA 
          Hey Marty, not much.  Just working and going to  
          school. 
 
                        MARTY 
          That's cool.  So, what are you doing tonight? 
 
                        PAULA 
          I don't know.  I was hanging out with a few of  
          my girlfriends last night at the bar  And I was  
          drinking martini after martini and I think we had  
          made plans to go to the movies tonight and 
          hang out again.  But I got so drunk that I really  
          can’t remember if that’s what we had talked about  
          or not.  Everything about last night is really hazy  
          right now. 
 
                        MARTY 

Well, Kevin and I are having a party along with a bonfire 
tonight out in the woods behind my house and you're  

          welcome to come if you'd like to. 
 
                        PAULA 

Okay, that sounds like fun, but I need to call my 
girlfriends first after I’m done studying to see what 
the plan is with them. 

 
                        MARTY 
          Well, you can invite them out too if you want. 
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          The more the merrier.  
   
                        PAULA 
          You don't mind if we all come out. 
 
                        MARTY 

No, not at all.  I was thinking about inviting  
all of the bro’s out too.  So if you could tell  
your girlfriends that too, I would appreciate it because 
that just might make them want to come and chill with us 
tonight even more.  Plus, let them know that you're all 
welcome to stay the night too if you guys feel like it.  I 
know it's dangerous to drive after partying hard, so you 
all have a safe spot to crash if you need to. 

 
                        PAULA 
          Okay, well I'll give them a call to see if  
          they want to come out after I'm done studying. 
 
                            MARTY 
          How long are you going to be studying for? 
 
                        PAULA 
          Oh, I don't know probably for a couple of hours. 
 
                            MARTY 
          Well, that should work out perfectly because it's  
          eight now and I get off around ten, so that should  

give me enough time to take a shower, which I do do    
regularly.  So, you won’t have to worry about any  
weird sort of smells coming from the old pooper or  
pits.  But anyway, that should give you time to study  
and ready yourself for a wild night.  Oh, yeah, so  
can I get your number?  So, I can give you a call when I 
get home to see if you guys are going to come. 

 
Paula searches her purse for her cell phone while saying:   
                           
                                PAULA 

Sure.  You have a cell phone don't you? 
 
Marty searches his pockets for his phone while saying:    
  
                            MARTY 
          Yes, I do. 
   
                            PAULA 
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          Well, let me give you a call right now and you  
          can save my number into your phone. 
 
Marty brings out his cell phone, has it in his hand, and types a code 
in it to unlock it while Paula brings her cell phone out of her 
purse, types in a code to unlock it and then she says: 
 
                            PAULA 
          So, what's your phone number? 
 
Paula dials in the numbers while Marty says the numbers: 
     
                                MARTY 
          It's 734-761-3289. 
 
Paula puts the phone up to her ear then she says:      
 
                                PAULA 
          Okay, it's ringing. 
   
Marty's phone is in his hand, it rings, and then he answers her call. 
 
                            MARTY 

Hello. 
 
                                PAULA 
          Hi, well make sure you save my number. 
 
                        MARTY 
          Okay.  I will. 
  
                        PAULA 
          Bye. 
 
                        MARTY 
          Bye. 
 
They both hang up their phones and then put them back where they 
retrieved them from. 
    
Meredith the cashier at the gas station's cash register says: 
 
                       MEREDITH 

You two look like you'd make a good couple. 
 
Paula smiles and Marty smiles while laughing. 
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                                MARTY 
          Thank you.  That's exactly what I was thinking. 
 
                            PAULA 
          We'll see about that one. 
 
                        MARTY 
          Well, I sure do hope so. 
 
                        PAULA                      

Hey, even though we went to high school together;   
we really didn’t get a chance to know each other  
on that level.  So, I think we should get to know each 
other a lot better before we jump right into a  
relationship. 

 
                            MARTY 

Well, maybe sometime in the near future after we chat  
it up for awhile and get to know each other “on the level” 
then we might be able to go out on a date or something of 
that nature. 

 
                        PAULA 
          Yeah, I think that could definitely be a possibility. 
                         
                                MARTY                       
          Great.  So, you don’t by any chance know anybody  
          that has any weed, do ya?  I just ran dry a few  

minutes ago after we smoked a monster blunt in the  
backroom and I’m trying to score some for the party 
tonight. 

 
                            PAULA                     
          Yeah, I know a guy named Sanchez who sells it. 
 
                            MARTY 
          His first name isn't Dirty is it? 
 
                        PAULA 
          No, his first name is Rodrigo.     
 
                            MARTY 
          Well, that makes me feel much safer.  So, how  
          can I get into contact with him? 
 
                                PAULA 
          He works over at Ollie's Pizza.  He should be  
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          working there tonight.  Tell him I sent you and  
          that you're looking for the blue dolphin and  
          he'll know what you're talking about. 
 
                            MARTY  
          Why is the code word for the pot he is selling to  
          people called blue dolphin? 
 
                                PAULA 
          It's because he stashes all of his weed in a  
          blue dolphin stuffed animal. 
 
                        MARTY 
          Well, hopefully he doesn't lure little kids  
          in with that thing and try to molest them. 
 
Paula laughs and then says: 
 
                        PAULA 
          No, I don't think he's the child molesting sort of  
          guy. 
   
                        MARTY 

That's good to know that the children around here  
have one less person to worry about trying to molest  
them. 

   
                        PAULA 
          Well, I guess I should get going I have a  
          lot of homework to do.  I'll see you guys  
          later. 
 
                        MARTY 
          Hopefully I’ll see you and the other gals tonight  
          Paula.  And I’ll give you a call here in a little  
          while once I get out of here. 
 
                        PAULA 
          Bye Marty. 
 
MARTY POV 
Paula exits through the door to the gas station and then the door 
closes and Marty stares at Paula walking away and getting in her car 
through the glass door. 
 
INT-COOLER-EVENING  
Marty and Kevin are loading up the lettuce boxes that are in the 
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shopping cart with alcoholic beverages from the cooler. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          So, what did Paula say? 
 
                        MARTY                   
          She said that she might come out and that she also  
          might bring some of her friends.  I have to give her  
          a call once we get off. 
    
                                KEVIN 

I hope that we get off a lot with those girls  
tonight. 

 
                                 
                                MARTY 
          Me too.  Oh yeah, I also told her that I’m going  
          to call up the bro’s to try to get them to come out. 
          So, hopefully that will entice the girls to come hang 
          out tonight. 
 
                                KEVIN 

I hope that she shows up out there with her friends  
because otherwise it's just going to be me and you.  

 
                                MARTY 
 

I think they'll show.  I mean come on.  What girls 
wouldn’t want to hang out and get wasted with guys  
like us. 

 
                            KEVIN                   
          You do make a good point there.  Hey, get some of  
          those Heinikens and some of that Papst Blue Ribbon. 
 
                        MARTY 
          Okay, I’ll get some of them along with some Blue Moon  
          and some of these flavored Smirinoff drinks for the  
          ladies that are hopefully going to show up and rock  
          our socks off. 
 
                                KEVIN 

Man, this party is going to be so much fun.  I just  
hope that we don’t get caught doing this. 

 
                        MARTY 
          I’m sure old Bernie is content up there in his  
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          office, nestled into his cozy chair taking a nap  
          while he dreams of his couple of mindless lackies  

doing his busy work and about his plot to take over  
this corporation. 

 
                        KEVIN 
          So, would you actually want to work his job? 
 
                        MARTY 
          You know what? 
   
                        KEVIN 
          What’s that? 
 
                            MARTY  
          I’ve been thinking on a much bigger level than as a  

job as manager here.  I want to do something amazing.       
Something that people will remember.  I want to affect 
people’s lives in a good way, but I’m not just sure how 
yet. 

 
                        KEVIN 
          So, you want to do some good for people. 
 
                        MARTY  
          Yeah, but it’s like I’m stuck here just slaving away  
          for nothing and never getting any further than where  

I’ve started, which is giving me some sort of angsty 
melancholy and rage like when I was a teenager and felt 
basically the same way, but I was just in school then with 
all of their rules and teacher’s telling me what I can and 
can’t do. 

 
                                KEVIN 
           You know what?   
 
                                MARTY 
           What’s that? 
 
                                KEVIN 
           I think that I feel exactly the same way as you do. 
 
                                MARTY 

 That’s great.  I know that something great is  
 going to happen to both of us, but I just don’t know 
 when. 
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                                KEVIN 
It will happen soon.  Just hang in there and we’ll get  
this all figured out.  I’m here with you my friend. 

                         
                                KEVIN 
          Dude, I bet you Batman's going to find us and shoot  
          his grappling hook right into our asses for stealing  
          this stuff. 
 
                        MARTY 

He might.  Hell as high as I am right now I just might    
hallucinate him coming through the door. 

 
Bernie comes through the door to the cooler dressed in a Batman 
outfit. 
 
                        BERNIE 
          Hey, do you guys like my Batman outfit? 
 
                        MARTY 
          Yeah, that's pretty cool Bernie.  Where did you get  
          it at? 
    
                            BERNIE 

I just got this in the mail yesterday from amazon.com.    
It’s what I'm going to be for Halloween.  You guys  
should go as a couple of burglars.  I think that's a  
good fit for you two. 

 
                        MARTY 
          No, we were actually going to go as a couple of ghosts. 
 
                        BERNIE                   
          Why would you do that?  You guys would look great as a  
          pair of cat burglars.  Do you remember the movie Home  
          Alone with Marv and what's the name of the other guy? 
   
          KEVIN                                    MARTY       
          Harry.                                       Harry. 
 
                            BERNIE                       
          Oh yeah, that's his name.  Those guys remind me so much  
          of you two. 
   
                            MARTY 
          Why is that? 
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                                BERNIE 
          I don't know maybe because you're both white and one  
          of you is the smart one, or at least the one with the  
          plan and the other one of you is the dumb one. 
 
            KEVIN 
          Who's the dumb one? 
 
Bernie points to Kevin and says: 
 
        BERNIE 
          You are. 
 
                        KEVIN 
          Hey, I'm the one with the- 
 
Marty pushes the shopping cart into Kevin to stop him from spilling 
the beans. 
 
                        BERNIE 
          You're the one with the what? 
 
                            KEVIN 
                       (nervous and fidgety) 
          Nothing. I was just thinking about my Grandma and  
          how I have to go over to her house later and help  
          her setup Halloween decorations.  
 
                        MARTY 
                       (nervous and fidgeting) 
          Yeah, and he's been talking about this all day long  
          and I knew from the psychic connection that we have  
          that he was going to say this again and I didn't want  
          to be annoyed for the fifteenth thousand time so that's  
          why I shoved the cart into him. 
 
                            BERNIE 
           Do you need Ritalin? 
 
                        KEVIN 
                               (lying) 
          Yeah, I actually forgot to take my dose this morning. 
 
                        BERNIE 
          Well, it's probably not good for you to forget to take  
          that stuff it's obviously what your brain needs to  
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function properly.  Did you guys want to order some      
chicken?  Because I'm so damn hungry right now I could  
eat a whole chicken all to myself. 

 
                        KEVIN  
          No, I'm not hungry right now.   
  
                        BERNIE  

Man, you look starved.  I bet you your ass could use a                    
chicken all to yourself as well. 

 
                        KEVIN  
          No, I'm good.  I just ate a sub a little while ago.   
 
                        BERNIE 
          I can see that you guys got some of the beer put away. 
 
                        MARTY 
          Yeah, we're almost finished. 
 
                        BERNIE  
          Why don't you let me help you with putting away that  
          beer?  I've been sitting down in the office all day  
          long and I need some exercise. 
 
                        MARTY  
          Are you sure that you want to help us with such a  
          task?  I figured you wouldn’t want to hurt yourself. 
 
                            BERNIE 

Yeah, I'm not the kind of boss who can't get his fingers 
dirty. 

             
                                KEVIN 
          Fine, you can give us a hand.  It'd be a pleasure to  
          work side by side with the awesomest boss on the planet. 
 
Bernie starts stocking the cooler with some of the alcoholic 
beverages that they were planning to steal which are in the produce 
boxes. 
 
                            BERNIE 
          Awesomest.  That ain't even a damn word. 
 
                        KEVIN  
          I guess my vocabulary isn't that great then. 
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                            BERNIE 
          You should go back to grammar school then.  
 
                        KEVIN  
          You know what? I was thinking the same thing. 
   
                        BERNIE 
          I can't believe that we were talking about you  
          going to college earlier when you don't have a  
          functioning vocabulary.  Maybe they'll take you  
          back in the fifth grade. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          I don't know if they will or not, but I think  
          I'm too big to fit into a desk that an average  
          sized fifth grader sits in. 
 
                        BERNIE 
          Just sit down on a bean bag on the floor. 
 
                        KEVIN  
          I think I'd be too embarrassed to do that. 
 
                        BERNIE 
          Well, sometimes it takes a small sacrifice  
          to make yourself better as a person. 
  
                        KEVIN                    
          You know what?  I think that you're right.  I  
          should contact my old elementary school and go  
          back and learn proper English. 
 
                            BERNIE 
         I would actually try to find a new elementary  
          school to go to because if the original one failed  

you the first time; I wouldn't trust them for a second        
round. 

 
                        KEVIN 
          I guess I could go online and search for a new  
          elementary school to go to. 
 
                        BERNIE 
          Now you're getting yourself going in the right  
          direction.  Hey, I have serious question for you guys.  
          And I want for you guys to be completely honest with me. 
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                        MARTY 
          Oh, yeah what’s your question? 
 
                        BERNIE 
          I was wondering if you guys are happy at this job? 
 
                         
                                MARTY 
          Well, actually in all honesty I can’t stand this job 
          and I’m afraid that I’ll be stuck here for the rest 

of my life without actually accomplishing something with  
greater importance.  Plus, the pay is completely terrible. 

 
                        BERNIE 
          And how about you Kevin? 
 
                        KEVIN 
          I feel the same way he does actually.  This job is a  
          dead end.  If the pay was better, which it should be 
          I might consider keeping this job.  But to tell you the 
          truth I can’t stand making sandwiches all day long.  I 
          need to do something more satisfying as well.  
 
                        BERNIE 

Hmm. That’s interesting because I can’t stand my job   
either.  Bossing around people who are not happy and  
doing paperwork the majority of the time isn’t what I had 
planned to do for the rest of my life either.  So, what do 
you guys propose we do about this dilemma that we are all 
going through?  

 
                            MARTY 
          I don’t know. 
 
                            BERNIE 
                          (upset and angry) 
          Fuck the government.  Fuck this job.  Fuck the  
          world.  I'm going to collect unemployment and  

     become a painter to do something that I enjoy.   
     We work for practically pennies a day in  
     comparison with famous people. 

 
                        MARTY 
          Yeah, now you're thinking like us. 
 
                        BERNIE 
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                          (upset and angry) 
          We should just burn this place to the ground.   
          I'm tired of all the bullshit in life.   
          And especially working at this lousy job. 
 
                            KEVIN 
.                             (excited) 
          Yeah, let's go fucking start an uprising and take  
          over the government by surprise. 
 
                        BERNIE  
          How the hell are we supposed to do that?   
 
                        KEVIN 
          Man, I need a beer to help me think. 
 
Bernie grabs a beer from off of the cooler rack and hands it to Kevin 
while saying: 
 
                        BERNIE 
          Here take one.  I won't tell. 
 
                        KEVIN 
          Drink one with me so that I know that you're  
          not lying. 
 
Bernie grabs a beer from off of the cooler rack while saying: 
 
                        BERNIE                    
          Hey you're the boss.  Let's go put some porn  
          on the TV out front. 
 
Kevin and Bernie start drinking their beers while Marty grabs a beer 
and says: 
 
                        MARTY 
          Wow!  That's what we were thinking about doing earlier. 
 
Marty opens up his can of beer and takes a drink of it while Kevin 
says: 
  
                                KEVIN  
          I knew that we were all like-minded. 
 
                        BERNIE 
          Yeah, let's smoke a bowl too and trash the store  
          while we're at it. 
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                            MARTY                     
          That will show them fuckers to mess with us by giving  
          us all a free fountain pop for a Christmas bonus last  
          year. 
 
                        KEVIN 
          Yeah, let's do this shit. 
 
MONTAGE-(slow motion) 
 
Bernie locks the door to the Gas station and then the song “All the 
Finer things” by House Phone begins playing.  Marty, Kevin, and 
Bernie are smoking a bowl of weed and drinking beer.  Then they're 
throwing rolls of toilet paper across the store.  Then they all have 
party hats on and then Kevin and Bernie are laughing and clapping 
while Marty grabs a cane and acts like he's an old man who can't walk 
right.  Then Kevin is taking money out of the cash register and 
putting it into his pocket.  Then Bernie puts on some porn on the TV 
while Kevin and Marty are dancing and blowing on birthday noise 
makers.  Then Kevin pulls bag after bag of chips off the shelf and 
steps on them making them explode.  Then Bernie pulls his shirt off 
and pours chocolate syrup all over his chest.  Then Marty is walking 
around with a Twinkie coming out of his pants doing an air hump.  
Then they all are at the fountain pop machine sucking down soda with 
their heads underneath.  Then Bernie throws the cash register at the 
glass door to the front of the store.  Then Kevin, Marty, and Bernie 
each take a brick and throw them one at a time at the different 
sections of glass that cover the area where the vegetables, meats, 
cheeses, and seasonings in Sub-Rite are located.  Then Marty, Kevin, 
and Bernie are having a shaving cream fight.  Then Bernie slides 
across the floor leaving a streak from all of the chocolate syrup 
that's on his chest. Lastly, they all give each other a high five. 
 
END MONTAGE   
 
                        BERNIE                

Well, fellas I got to go find a hooker to have sex  
with because I'm too fat to get laid any other way. 

 
                                KEVIN                              
          Well, make sure you don't get a venereal disease  
          screwing a nasty whore. 
 
                            MARTY                         
          Yeah, make sure you use a rubber you fat bastard. 
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                        BERNIE 
          I like to fuck without a rubber because it feels  
          better.  Plus, I've been trying to get a girl pregnant,  

so I can live off of welfare with her and suck off the  
government for fucking me over. 

 
                        KEVIN                  

That's a good plan, but make sure you don't become a  
slothy bastard who doesn't have a life except for  
changing diapers. 

 
                                BERNIE                

I won't.  Alright, well, I'm going down to Mexico  
where they'll never find my ass.  You boys better  
fuck them girls at the party tonight.  See you fucko's 
later. 

 
                            KEVIN 
          See ya Bernie. 
 
                            MARTY 
          Peace out you jackal. 
 
Bernie exits the scene and goes out the back door of the Gas 
Station/Sub-Rite. 
 
EXT-SIDE STREET/PARKING LOT-NIGHT 
The back door to the Sub-Rite/Gas Station swings wide open and Marty 
and Kevin come out the door with a shopping cart that has produce 
boxes in it with alcoholic beverages stashed inside the boxes.  Kevin 
and Marty are taking the produce boxes full of alcohol to Marty's 
van.  Kevin is pushing the shopping cart and Marty is walking ahead 
of him.  They are walking somewhat fast because they know that there 
might cops around. 
 
After they get out of the doors and walk partway up the street 
towards the parking lot where Marty's van is, Marty turns and talks 
to Kevin saying:  
 
                            MARTY 

Hurry up man.  Let's get this shit to the van quickly  
in case the cops pull through. 

 
                            KEVIN 
          Alright.  I'm coming. 
 
Marty and Kevin haul ass up the street and make it to Marty's van 
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with the shopping cart full of produce boxes with alcoholic beverages 
inside.  Marty opens up the door and they start loading up the 
produce boxes full of alcoholic beverages into the van.  Then a five-
o (police officer) pulls up the street and they get freaked out. 
 
                                KEVIN 
                             (panicking) 
          Dude, there's a cop over there. 
 
                            MARTY 
                             (panicking) 
          Keep loading quickly and quietly and don't act  
          suspicious. 
 
                            KEVIN 
                             (panicking) 
          Suspicious?  We look suspicious as hell.  We're loading 
          a cart-full of alcohol that's in produce boxes into the               
          back of a van that looks like a serial rapist might drive. 
 
                                MARTY 
                              (nervous) 
          Is he coming this way? 
 
                                KEVIN 
                             (nervous) 
          Yeah, he just pulled into the parking lot. 
      
                                MARTY 
                              (afraid) 
          After we're finished loading this shit let's  
          get into the van. 
 
Kevin and Marty hurry loading up the van with the produce boxes full 
of alcoholic beverages. 
 
                            MARTY 
                              (scared) 
          Faster he's almost here. 
 
Marty and Kevin finish loading the produce boxes full of alcohol, hop 
into the back of the van, and close the doors behind them.  Then the 
cop car comes up behind the van and shines the car's exterior 
spotlight into Marty's van. 
 
INT-VAN-NIGHT 
Marty and Kevin are inside the van and are scared because the cop is 
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shining his spotlight on them. 
 
                                KEVIN 
          Damn, he's gonna bust us. 
  
                                MARTY 
          Let's hide underneath this blanket. 
 
They both hide underneath a large blanket. 
 
EXT-VAN-NIGHT 
The officer leisurely and calmly gets out of his vehicle, shuts the 
door and adjusts his belt by the belt buckle in the front.  We see 
his name tag that he is wearing which bears his last name “Nookem”.  
He walks over to the van with his flashlight on and shines it inside 
the back of the van while peering into it.  He sees them hiding 
inside underneath the blanket and then talks into his radio on his 
shoulder and says: 
 
                        OFFICER NOOKEM 
                           (calm and firm) 
          I think we got some suspicious characters hiding in  
          a van behind the gas station on Hamilton and Main.   
          I'll let you know if I need any back up. 
 
The voice of the lady officer at the station comes through his walkie 
talkie:      
                          LADY OFFICER AT THE 
                                STATION       
          Copy that. 
 
He knocks on one of the rear van doors and says: 
 
                            OFFICER NOOKEM 
                            (calm and firm) 
          Open up this is Officer Dwight Nookem. 
 
SWITCH TO  
 
INT-VAN-NIGHT 
Marty and Kevin are still hiding underneath the blanket and the 
officer is waiting for them to come out.       
 
                                MARTY 
                               (scared) 
          Dwight Nookem?  That's that guy that busted me for  

stealing food from the Market when I was hungry and 
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homeless. 
 
                             
                                KEVIN 
                               (scared) 
          Shit dude we're going to prison.  And our asses are  
          going to get stuffed like those teddy bears that get  
          the cotton put up their butt at the factory while we’re  
          locked up in there. 
 
                            MARTY 
                       (scared and frustrated) 
          Shush, just stay still and don't say anything. 
 
SWITCH TO 
 
EXT-VAN-NIGHT 
Officer Dwight Nookem is standing outside the van knocking on the 
door while saying: 
 
                        OFFICER NOOKEM 
                            (calm and firm) 
          Come on you two.  I know you're in there.  Just open  
          the door and let's handle this peacefully. 
 
                        KEVIN 
                             (panicking) 
          Dude, he knows we're in here.  Lock the doors. 
 
                                MARTY 
                             (panicking) 
          I can’t they’re busted…Man let’s just get the hell  
          out of here.  This guy's going to taze our balls if  
          we don't. 
 
                            OFFICER NOOKEM 
                          (calm and serious) 

     Let's go I don't have all day.  I get off in about  
fifteen minutes and I want to get home to my wife for   
dinner on time. 

 
                        KEVIN 
                       (panicking and scared) 
          He's gonna shoot us man. 
 
                            MARTY 
                       (panicking and scared) 
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          He's not going to shoot us, just shut up. 
 
                        OFFICER NOOKEM 
                          (calm and serious) 
          Alright.  I warned you two.  I'm coming in there. 
 
                            MARTY 
                              (scared) 
          Dude, he's coming in here.  He's going to beat  
          us with his baton just like they did to Rodney  
          King. 
 
Officer Dwight Nookem opens the back door of the van and then says: 
 
                            OFFICER NOOKEM 
                          (calm and serious) 
          What are you two doing in here? 
 
Marty lifts the blanket off revealing Kevin and himself and then 
says: 
 
                            MARTY 
          We're having a pow-wow. 
 
Officer Nookem opens up a couple of the lettuce boxes revealing the 
stolen alcohol then says: 
 
                        OFFICER NOOKEM 
                          (calm and serious) 
          Where did all of this al alcohol come from? 
 
                            KEVIN 
          We bought it at the-the gas station a couple minutes  
          ago. 
 
                        OFFICER NOOKEM 
          Wait.  Aren't you two supposed to be at work? 
 
                            MARTY 
          Yeah, I mean no.  We just got off a few minutes ago. 
 
                        OFFICER NOOKEM 
          Are you guys having a party tonight? 
 
                        MARTY 
          No.  Why would you think that? 
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                            OFFICER NOOKEM 
          Well, this is a lot of alcohol for two people to  
          drink all by themselves.  You guys aren't lying  
          to me are you? 
 
                        KEVIN 
          No.  
 
                                MARTY 
          Absolutely not. 
 
                        OFFICER NOOKEM 
          Because lying to an officer is a federal offense. 
 
                            MARTY 
          Well, we maybe are having a little shindig in the  
          woods in my back yard. 
 
                        OFFICER NOOKEM 
          And you guys didn't even send me an invite? 
 
                            MARTY 
          We didn't know that you wanted to come, but you're  
          more than welcome to join us if you'd like to. 
 
                        OFFICER NOOKEM 
          What time is it going down? 
 
                            KEVIN 
          At about eleven. 
 
                        OFFICER NOOKEM 
          Okay, I'll be there then. 
 
                            MARTY 
          Well, that’s great. 
 
                                KEVIN                   
          Yeah, you can keep the trouble makers from destroying  
          my house if they get out of control. 
 
                            OFFICER NOOKEM 

Sounds good.  You two stay out of trouble now.  I  
don't want to have to lock you guys up. 

       
                                MARTY 
          You don't have to worry about us sir.  I'm  
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          as good as a boy scout these days. 
 
                        OFFICER NOOKEM 
          Alright.  Well, I'll see you two in a couple of  

hours.  I got to get home and eat some stuffed cabbage.    
They say it’s good to have a full belly before a lot  
of drinking.  So, I am going to be prepared. 

 
                            KEVIN 

Well, it was great to meet you and we'll see  
you tonight at the party. 

 
                        OFFICER NOOKEM 

Okay, well I'm going to get back into my cop  
car and drive away back to the office and  
pretend I didn't see you two stealing this alcohol. 

 
Marty and Kevin smile at each other and then the cop walks back to 
his car.  Officer Dwight Nookem drives away while waving at the two 
young men and they wave back. 
 
                            MARTY                 
          Man, I just got the most awesome idea. We  
          should steal some of the eggs that are in  
          the cooler to toss at people on our way home. 
 
                        KEVIN 
          Yeah, that's a pretty sweet idea man.  Let's do it. 
 
Kevin and Marty head back to the cooler where the eggs are located. 
 
INT-COOLER-NIGHT 
Marty and Kevin are inside the gas station grabbing cartons of eggs 
out of the cooler.       
 
                                MARTY                  
          We should stop by Ollie's and get a pizza too.   
          There's this guy that works there that Paula told me  
          about named Sanchez and he's our weed hookup for the  
          night. 
 
                        KEVIN                  
          Sure that sounds fine.  Let's get out of  
          this fucking place. 
 
INT-OLLIE'S PIZZA-NIGHT 
Marty and Kevin walk inside of Ollie's Main St. Pizza and go up to 
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the counter and look at the menu, which is above the counter coming 
down from the ceiling.  A big burly Mexican dude covered in tattoos 
that looks like he's been working out all day in prison walks up to 
the counter and takes their order. 
 
                           SANCHEZ 

Hey, welcome to Ollie's what can I get for you guys   
tonight? 

 
                            MARTY                    
          We just spoke to Paula earlier and we're looking to  
          get some of the blue dolphin, if you know what I'm  
          talking about. 
 
                           SANCHEZ 
          Oh, sure she told me that you guys were coming.  Did  
          you guys want to order a pizza too? 
 
                            KEVIN 
          Actually, we wanted to order some bread sticks with  
          ranch sauce and two large sodas. 
   
                           SANCHEZ 

Alright.  Here’s two large soda cups. I'll get your  
order in the oven and then I'll bring out the blue  
dolphin with it once it's finished cooking. 

 
Sanchez walks away to get the bread sticks put into the oven and get 
the blue dolphin.  Meanwhile, Marty and Kevin are filling up their 
cups with soda. 
 
                            KEVIN 
                             (to Marty) 
          Dude, this is going to be the best night ever. 
 
                            MARTY 

Absolutely, we're both going to get laid again finally  
and I'm glad because it's been so damn long. 

 
                        KEVIN  
          I'm glad we're friends man.  We better relocate by  
          going somewhere far away from here so that we don't  
          get busted by the cops for what we did at the gas  
          station and Sub-Rite earlier. 
 
  
                        MARTY 
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          Well, I've been thinking about going into drug  
          dealing for a while to live the harsh thug life  
          of a gangster. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          But you'll probably end up shot dead and they'll find  
          you in a dumpster in an alley way somewhere. 
 
                            MARTY 
          Don't be such a sissy Kevin.  We need to grow some  
          balls and have the world show us some respect for a  
          change. 
 
                        KEVIN 
          Yeah, but there's better ways to get some respect  
          than to going around selling drugs, mugging old ladies,  
          and shit. 
  
                        MARTY 
          I thought you were my friend and that you have my  
          back. 
 
                                KEVIN 
          I'm not down for that sorta stuff.  
 
                            MARTY 
          So, what do think we should do instead? 
 
                            KEVIN 
          I say we rally up a bunch of people and go to the  
          White House and protest man.  We're in a time where  
          things are changing and we need to be part of the  
          change. 
 
                        MARTY 
          Nothing's changing.  The world is going to shit and  
          we're all suffering the consequences for the mistakes  
          of miserable politicians. 
 
                        KEVIN  
          That's why we need to make the change.  We could get  
          all of our friends together and several others and  
          hold a protest against the bad policies and laws that  
          these politicians have been emplacing.  A revolution  
          needs to start and we could be part of it. 
 
                        MARTY 
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You know what?  I think you're right.  We need to give   
these assholes a piece of our minds and what a better  
time to start then now. 

 
                            KEVIN 
          Well, we won't be able to do it right this second,  
          but we'll do it once we can gather all the people  
          together and make a plan. 
 
                            MARTY 
          Yeah, I know you numbskull.  I was just saying that  
          I'm ready now and we can do this eventually.  I know  
          that this isn't going to happen today. Because tonight  
          I'm going to get wasted out of my mind and fuck Paula. 
   
                        KEVIN 
          You know what? 
 
                                MARTY 
          What is that? 
 
                                KEVIN 
          I don't think that I want to do drink or use drugs  

anymore.  All they do is cloud my brain and make me 
insufficient as a person. 

 
                        MARTY 
          Well, I guess it's time that you quit my fine friend.   
          I'm not quite ready to quit myself because I need the  
          weed and booze to clear my mind and get things in order. 
  
                        KEVIN 
          I guess that's fine so as long as it doesn't get in  
          the way of getting stuff done.  It's really not good  
          for you, but who am I to judge what you do anyway.   
          We're all individuals and have our own lives to live.  

So, I'm not going to try to dictate what you should and   
shouldn't be doing.  You probably wouldn't listen to me  
if I did anyway. 

 
                        MARTY 
          You're right.  I'm as stubborn as an ox and I don't  
          think I'm going to let anybody tell me what to do.   
          I like to live my life as free as a pirate sailing  
          the seven seas. 
 
                        KEVIN 
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          I think I feel the same way as you do about that last  
          part. 
 
                        MARTY 
          Well, it looks like our bread sticks are coming out  
          of the oven. So, we better get it and the weed and get  
          the hell out of here.  Remember the cops might be  
          looking for us. 
   
                            KEVIN 
          Let's do it. 
 
Kevin and Marty approach the counter to get their bread sticks and 
weed. 
 
Simultaneously Sanchez walks up to the front counter with the 
breadsticks and a blue dolphin stuffed animal that has a zipper on 
its’ belly with the weed inside of it. 
 
He enters in the amount for the breadsticks and then says: 
 
                           SANCHEZ 
          That's going to be $3.69 for the breadsticks. 
 
Marty pulls out his wallet and gets a five dollar bill from inside of 
it and hands it to Sanchez while saying: 
 
                        MARTY 
          Okay, here's five bucks.  You can keep the change.   
          Just remember to vote for me once I run for office. 
 
                           SANCHEZ 
          You're going to run for political office? 
 
                        MARTY 
          Yeah, I'm not sure when or what position yet, but  
          just vote for me when you see my name on a ballet. 
 
                           SANCHEZ 
          What was your name anyways? 
 
                        MARTY 
          My name is Marty Duncan. 
 
                           SANCHEZ 
          Just make sure you don't screw stuff up worse than  
          it already is if you get elected. 
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                                MARTY 
          I don't think that's possible. 
 
                           SANCHEZ 
          I know.  You're right. 
 
                        MARTY 
          So, how much for an ounce of the blue dolphin? 
 
                           SANCHEZ 
          It's a hundred bucks an ounce, but I'll give it to  
          you for fifty today in an effort to help out your  
          political campaign. 
 
Marty digs in his wallet and gets out two twenties and a ten and a 
gives it to Sanchez while saying: 
 
                            MARTY 
          That's very gracious of you sir.  Here's fifty. 
 
Sanchez takes the money and puts it in his pocket and then unzips the 
zipper on the blue dolphin stuffed animal and grabs one of many large 
pre-weighed plastic zip lock baggies full of weed 
and hands it to Marty. 
 
                           SANCHEZ 
          Alright.  Well, you two both have a great night and  
          hopefully I'll see your name on a ballot some day, so  
          that I’ll be able to vote for you. 
 
                            MARTY 
          Thank you and we'll see you later Sanchez. 
 
                               SANCHEZ  
          No problem.  Come back for more anytime. 
   
                        MARTY 
          Oh we will amigo.  Cheers. 
 
                           SANCHEZ 
          Bye. 
 
                        MARTY 
          Adios. 
  
                            KEVIN 
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          Later Sanchez. 
 
                           SANCHEZ  
          Later man. 
 
EXT-OLLIE'S PIZZA-EVENING 
Marty and Kevin are walking back to the van while talking. 
 
                                KEVIN                        

Hey, you didn't tell me anything about running for    
political office. 

 
                                MARTY 
          Well, if we’re going to change things there's no  
          better way to do it than being on it the inside.   
  
                                KEVIN 
          What position were you thinking about running for? 
 
                                MARTY 
          President of course. 
                                 
                                KEVIN 
          Wow, that's amazing.  I'm so proud of you.  I'm  

glad you decided to head your life into a positive      
direction. 

 
                            MARTY 
          With all the bullshit that's going on and seeing as  
          we do need change in this country, I might just be  
          the person people are willing to vote for. 
 
                                KEVIN 
          You're right man.  I think that you've got a shot if 

you really try hard to please people and I'll definitely    
vote for you.  We should tell everybody at the party 
tonight that we're starting a revolution.  I see it  
now.  You'll be sitting in the White House with your  
lovely secretary and assistant and they'll be fighting  
over who gets to give you head while you're thinking  
about launching a nuke on Afghanistan. 

 
                            MARTY 

Well, you're right about the head part, but there'll  
be no nuking other countries.  There'll be peace in  
the Middle East and no more wars period.  I'll solve  
world hunger and make everybody get a fair wage.  One  
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of my plans for once I get elected is to close the gap   
between the rich and the poor by making a fair amount  
of money to be held by both sides.  Another part of my 
agenda will be with equality.  I believe that it’s 
something that should be upheld by all people in  
every aspect of other people’s lives.  So, I’ll also be  
fighting for equal rights for all races and people of 
varying sexual orientation.  Even those weird bestiality 
mother fuckers will be considered equal too because 
everybody on earth deserves to be treated well and  
without judgment of their sexual orientation. 

 
                                KEVIN                     
          Those bestiality sons of bitches need to stop all of  
          that nasty shit. 
 
                        MARTY 
          Well, think of it this way.  They buy the goat for a  
          fair price and instead of slaughtering the poor  
          innocent thing they just want to make sweet love to  
          it.  What's so bad with that?  It's probably more  
          humane than killing the little furry bastard. 
 
                        KEVIN 
          Yeah, you might be right, but it's still gross. 
 
                        MARTY 
          I know it's gross and I didn't say that I agree with  
          it, but I need the votes of everybody I can get on my  
          side even if they are stranger than you and I. 
  
                                KEVIN 
          I want to run for office with you. 
 
                                MARTY 
          I can't see why that would be a bad idea, but I'm the 
          one who is going to be President, but you could be my  
          Vice President.  So you'll have to follow my lead. 
 
                                KEVIN 
          That's fine by me.  I could be your V.P.  So, it 
          sounds like we have a start by choosing our positions.   
          Now let's get to this party started and tell everybody  
          that we're starting a campaign. 
 
                                MARTY  

Well, I’ll call up Paula to get her to get her hot  
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ass girlfriend’s to come over and suck us both off  
to relieve a little tension and satisfy the hungers  
of the men who are going to be the great saviors of  
this country we call the Great U.S. of A. 

 
                        KEVIN 
          Woo hoo.  Let's get this fucking party started.  I  
          want some pussy too though. 
 
                        MARTY 
          Well, you know those girls won't deny us the benefit  
          of having what our hearts desire especially after we  
          tell them that we're going to stop world hunger. 
 
                        KEVIN 
          I'll stop their hunger with a load of seamen right           
          in their mouth that they can swallow. 
 
                        MARTY 
          That’s right!  Every girl needs a good protein  
          shake every now again to keep her bones strong.   
          Now let's get to this party before I get bored  
          and decide to jack off to porn instead of getting  
          it on with Paula. 
 
                        KEVIN 
          Well, let's get to the woods and then you can call  
          up Paula. 
 
                        MARTY 
          You don't have to tell me more than once. 
 
Kevin and Marty hop in the van.  Marty is in the driver's seat and 
Kevin is in the front passenger side seat. 
 
INT-VAN-NIGHT 
Marty starts up the van and the stereo is playing "Anarchy in the UK" 
by The Sex Pistols.  They drive through town and then notice a kid 
riding his bicycle. 
 
                                MARTY 

Dude look there's a happy little kid riding his bicycle.     
Let's blast his ass with some eggs. 

 
                                KEVIN 
          I bet you he's going to piss and shit himself and  
          go home whining to his mother when we hit him with  
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          these eggs.  Just slow down and I'll ask him if he  
          wants a sucker. 
 
                                MARTY 
          Okay. 
 
Marty and Kevin pull over to the side of the road and Kevin rolls  
down his front passenger side window as Marty stops the van and the 
kid stops. 
            KEVIN 
          Hey little boy you want some candy...Sike. 
 
Kevin blasts the youngster with some eggs and the boy starts crying. 
 
                        MARTY         
                          (shouts, not angry)               
          Ha, ha little sissy you're gonna be a momma's boy for  
          the rest of your life. 
 
The little kid gets angry and flips them off with both of his middle 
fingers. 
 
                           LITTLE BOY 
                            (angry yelling) 
          Suck my dick you cocksuckers!  I ain't no mamma's boy! 
 
                            MARTY 

That's what I'm talking about.  Now be a good little  
boy and get home and get to bed. 

 
The kid rides off on his bicycle while they pull away in the van.  
Right after they pull away they see an extremely fat lady driving a 
stand-up motorized scooter in the opposite direction they are headed. 
 
                            KEVIN                      
          Look there's a fucking fat bitch on a scooter.  Let's  

get her ass with some of these eggs.  Turn around  
using that driveway right over there. 

 
                                MARTY 
(excited, slightly panicking because he wants to not miss his turn.) 
          Yeah, yeah, yeah. 
 
Marty pulls in the driveway and turns his van around and then heads 
in the opposite direction. 
 
                                KEVIN                  
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          Quick, quick, quick, quick.  There she is right there. 
 
Marty accelerates the van in pursuit of the lady and Kevin hangs out 
the window with a handful of eggs. 
 
They catch up to the lady and Kevin pelts her with some eggs. 
 
                                BETTY 
          Hey why don't you pick on someone your own size? 
 
                                KEVIN                      
          If we did that we'd have to go to the ocean and find  
          a whale you fat sloth.  Seriously, you’re eating a  
          Twinkie.  As if you really need another fat filled 
          snack to add to all of that blubber. 
 
                        BETTY 
          Screw you! I like my Twinkies. 
 
The fat old lady eats a Twinkie while getting pelted by another slew 
of eggs by both Kevin and Marty who are both hanging out of their 
respective windows. 
 
                                BETTY 
                   (while she is eating the Twinkie) 
          Ahhhh! 
 
They don't stop throwing eggs at her until she's covered in broken 
shells, yolks, and whites. 
    
                                MARTY  
          Damn bitch you just got served. 
 
                                KEVIN 

You can consider this as free food.  Go home and scrape    
those eggs off and cook them for dinner. 

 
Marty drives off and they roll up their windows. 
 
                        MARTY 
          Let's go down the street to the church and piss in  
          the holy water. 
 
                        KEVIN 

Yeah, we should probably fill up on these sodas first   
before we do it though. 

 
                        MARTY 
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          Good call. 
 
Marty and Kevin start sucking down their large sodas while driving on 
their way to the local church. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          Dude, we should piss back into these cups and then  
          we can just dump them into the holy water dispensers. 
 
                            MARTY                      

Hey, that's a great fucking idea my bastardly friend.                         
Let's go piss off God and show him that we don't want  
to see the pearly gates. 

      
EXT-CHURCH-NIGHT 
Marty and Kevin are peeing into their cups right outside the church's 
front doors while talking to each other. 
          
                                MARTY 
          Well, it looks like it's time to pay back God for  
          what he's done to us by making us suffer all of these  
          long and hard years. 
 
                        KEVIN 
          Okay, but we need to make sure we're careful and don't  
          get caught.  If you see the priest or anybody else in  
          there just tell them that we're looking for a confession. 
 
                            MARTY 
          That's a good plan.  Are you almost finished pissing?  
          I am. 
 
Marty puts the lid on his fountain pop cup full of urine. 
 
                                KEVIN 
          Yeah. Just a few more shakes and I'll be ready. 
 
Kevin shakes a few times and puts the lid on his fountain pop cup 
full of urine. 
 
                                MARTY 
                            (whispering) 
          Alright.  Just make sure that you whisper though.  I  
          don't want anybody to catch us doing this. 
 
Marty and Kevin go inside of the church with their cups of urine. 
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INT-CHURCH-NIGHT 
Kevin and Marty enter into the church with their fountain pop cups 
full of urine. 
       
                                MARTY 
                            (whispering) 
          Man it's all dark in here. 
 
                            KEVIN 
                            (whispering) 
          You're right.  We're definitely going to need some  
          light in here. 
 
                            MARTY 
                            (whispering) 
          Where's the light switch at? 
 
                            KEVIN 
                            (whispering) 
          It's over by you on that wall somewhere. 
 
Marty feels around on the wall for a moment, finds the light switch, 
and turns on the light. 
 
                                MARTY 
                            (whispering) 
          Bingo. 
                                KEVIN 
                            (whispering) 
          Look!  There's a holy water dispenser right over  
          there. 
 
Marty and Kevin quietly and carefully walk over to where the holy 
water dispenser is and Marty takes the lid off of his fountain pop 
cup full of urine and the lid to the holy water dispenser and then 
says: 
       
                                MARTY 
                            (whispering) 
          Let's fill this sucker up. 
 
Marty begins pouring out his fountain pop cup full of urine into the 
holy water dispenser while Kevin says: 
 
                             KEVIN 
                             (whispering) 
          Dude, this is so much fun.  I used to go to church  
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          here when I was a kid. 
 
                             MARTY 
                             (whispering) 
          Really?  You went to church here as a kid. 
 
                                KEVIN 
                            (whispering) 
          Yeah. 
 
Marty is finished with pouring out his fountain pop cup that was full 
of urine.  He looks at it and the lid as if he is trying to figure 
out what to do with it and then he shrugs and throws them over his 
shoulder.  Marty moves out of the way and then says: 
 
                                MARTY 
                            (whispering) 
          She's all yours. 
 
Kevin takes the lid off of his fountain pop cup full of urine.  Then 
he begins pouring it out into the holy water dispenser while saying: 
 
                                KEVIN 
                            (whispering) 
          This is for all of those lousy years of Sunday school  

under the oppression of that ruthless bitch Mrs.       
Schulmacher. 

 
                            MARTY 
                            (whispering) 
          Oh, that lady from high school who used to guard the  
          halls. 
 
                            KEVIN 
                            (whispering) 
          Yeah, she was my Sunday school teacher. 
 
                                MARTY 
                            (whispering) 

Well, her and all of the other sad pricks that come  
here for the good sermon tomorrow are going to be  
getting a handful of our urine to rub on their foreheads. 

 
The lights flicker and the power goes out. 
 
                       KEVIN 
                           (whispering) 
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          Shit!  I think the power just went out. 
 
All of the sudden a bright white light shines from above the alter 
and then there at the pulpit appears the ghost of Jesus Christ 
himself. 
 
Marty and Kevin are standing and staring at Jesus in awe. 
 
                                KEVIN 
                            (whispering) 
          Dude, do you see what I'm seeing? 
 
Kevin is so in awe that he drops the empty fountain pop cup and lid 
to it. 
 
                        MARTY 
                            (whispering)  
          Yeah, it's fucking Jesus man. 
 
                        KEVIN 
                            (whispering) 
          No way!  This is insane.  I think we're dead or  
          something.  Did you crash the van on the way over  
          here? 
 
                        MARTY 
                            (whispering) 

No, just be quiet.  I think we might be hallucinating    
because I put a little bit of LSD in our drinks. 

 
                        JESUS 
                       (loud, but not yelling) 
          Hey, I can hear you and plus I can read your minds,  
          so be careful what you say or think. 
 
                        KEVIN 
                            (whispering) 

Oh shit.  I think I'm going to pass out this is too   
intense. 

 
                        JESUS 
                       (loud, but not yelling) 
          Just settle down and listen you tools and come closer  
          so I don't have to shout.  I've got an important  
          message from the father up above. 
 
Kevin and Marty walk forward in front of where Jesus is standing. 
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Marty and Kevin aren't whispering anymore. 
 
                        MARTY 
          Sorry Jesus.  I didn't think you were actually real. 
 
                        JESUS 
          Not real.  I'm more real than you'll ever know. 
 
                        MARTY                     
          Yeah, I guess I lost my faith, but this shit right  
          here might make me a believer once again. 
 
                        JESUS 
          Well, that happens to many people and you'll probably  
          be that way until you are on your death bed and then  
          you'll be begging me for forgiveness so I don't send  
          your sorry little ass to Satan and have him bum fuck  
          you for all eternity. 
 
                        MARTY 
          Yeah, well you know me best.  So what's the plan for  
          us trouble makers? 
  
                               JESUS       
          You already know the plan in your hearts.  You need  
          to run for political office and become President and  
          Vice President of the United States so that the fuckers  
          who are running things now won't destroy the world  
          before I get my chance to do the job.  I'm a jealous  
          God you know and I don't want all these lousy douche  
          bags doing my job.  It makes me look bad. 
 
                        KEVIN 
          So, you need us to save the world, so that you  
          can destroy it…eventually. 
 
                            JESUS 
          That’s correct and unfortunately you two are the only  
          ones with balls big enough to do that by filling the  

pants of the people who are supposed to be the new   
President and Vice President in 2016. 

 
                        KEVIN  
          So am I supposed to be the Vice President? 
 
                        MARTY                     
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          No, dingle berry.  I'll pick someone and you're just  
          my assistant. 
 
                        KEVIN 

You're assistant.  Wait a damn minute.  I'm not you're   
assistant. 

 
                        JESUS 
          Hey silence you two.  I'm the one with the plan here  
          not you.  So listen, you two little thorns in my skull. 
 
                                MARTY 
          Sorry, Jesus I was just thinking that I need  
          somebody a little bit more developed mentally  
          if you know what I'm saying. 
 
                                JESUS 
          No, you're wrong.  He's the perfect candidate  
          for you to have with you and you're actually  
          going to be the Vice President and he's going  
          to be the President. 
 
                        MARTY 
          But I'm always the one with the plan. 
 
                        JESUS 
          Not really.  You get all your ideas from me. 
 
                        MARTY 
          Well, now I understand where my brilliance  
          comes from and I should stick my foot into  
          my mouth, so that you can finish saying what  
          you came here to say. 
 
                        JESUS 
          Well, now that's what I like to hear.  I was  
          actually finished, but just remember to keep  
          your pathways steered towards running for  
          President and Vice President for this upcoming  
          election.  I have to go now because there are  
          many prostitutes here to have sex with.  You  
          know a lot of young girls die in alcohol related  
          car crashes and they always come to heaven  
          if they're hot. 
 
                        MARTY 
          Well, that's pretty bitchin'.  Someday when I  
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          come to heaven we'll have to chill out at your  
          favorite bar and mack on all the hot babes. 
 
                                JESUS 
          In good time we will, but for now I will see  
          you two later.  This hard on I got is making  
          you two look like a couple of young Catholic  
          school girls. 
 
                        KEVIN 
          Damn that's pretty sick Jesus. 
 
                            MARTY 
          No kidding that is completely nasty. 
 
                        JESUS 
          Ah, settle down you mother fuckers.  I was  
          just kidding. I'm not a pedophile or a homosexual.   
          It's only some of those dumb bastards that are  
          supposed to be my servants who do that and are  
          actually only serving their own perverted ways. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          Well, I see and I'll be watching out for your  
          second coming as well. 
 
                            JESUS 
          Hah, I like to cum more than twice in a session  
          you know.  Think more like 85 million times a  
          minute. 
 
                            KEVIN 
        Damn, that must be the most radical experience  
          ever. 
 
                        JESUS                     
          It is.  You'll both be able to do the same if  
          you succeed in your mission. 
 
                            MARTY 
          Now, that's a motherfuckin' deal.  I'll sign in  
          blood on that one. 
 
                        KEVIN 
          Me too. 
 
                        JESUS 
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          There's no contracts needed.  You have my word  
          and my word has never been broken. 
 
                                KEVIN 
          That's cool, because I don't really feel like  
          pricking my finger and all of that jazz. 
 
                        MARTY 
          Yeah, me neither. 
 
                            JESUS 
          Well, both of you get your path started by  
          getting a good following at this party tonight  
          and then I'll visit you in a dream tonight  
          and give you the next step. 
 
                        MARTY 
          Awesome. 
 
                        KEVIN 
          Yeah, that's pretty gnarley.   
 
                        JESUS                       
          Okay, so both of you just fuck off for now and  
          I'll see you tonight.  Make sure you get laid  
          too. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          We will.  Thanks for everything! 
 
                        MARTY 
          Yeah, thanks Jesus. 
 
Jesus starts to fade away, but then comes back.  A little blue Jesus 
statue appears in his hand and he hands it to Kevin while saying: 
 
                                JESUS 
          Oh, I almost forgot.  Here take this little blue  
          Jesus statue. 
 
                                KEVIN 
          What is it for? 
 
                                JESUS 
          It's to call me with.  There's a little button  
          on top that you push to dial my phone at my 
          house in heaven.  There's a built in speaker  
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          and microphone in it that will allow us to speak  
          to each other. 
 
                                KEVIN 
          Rad man. This is so sweet. 
 
                                JESUS                     
          Also Kevin try to lead a little bit.  It will  
          help build your skills for becoming a great  
          President. 
 
                                KEVIN 
          I will and I promise I won't let you down. 
 
                                JESUS 
          Well, that is all for now. 
 
                                KEVIN 
          Bye Jesus. 
 
                            JESUS 
          See you two dick faces later. 
 
                                MARTY 
          Later Jesus. 
 
Jesus disappears. 
 
                        MARTY 
          Man that was the stripper's titties. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          Yeah, we're going to be politicians. 
 
                                MARTY 
          This is fucking bad ass.  I can't wait to tell  
          everybody at the party. 
 
                                KEVIN 
          Let's get the hell out of here and get to the  
          woods. 
 
                            MARTY 
          Yeah, no more screwing around we got a party  
          to throw. 
 
EXT-WOODS-NIGHT 
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Marty’s van pulls up to a parking spot next to a white house with a 
deck attached to it in a secluded wooded area.  Marty and Kevin hop 
out of the van.  Marty is on the phone and it is ringing.  Then Paula 
picks up the phone. 
 
INTERCUT-MARTY/PAULA 
 
            PAULA 
          Hello, this is Paula. 
 
                                MARTY 
          Hey, Paula.  This is Marty. 
 
                        PAULA 
          Hey Marty.  How are you doing? 
 
                                MARTY 
          Pretty good.  Kevin and I are out at the  
          campsite and are about to make a bonfire.  Did  
          you get a hold of your girlfriends and see if  
          they want to come to the party? 
 
                        PAULA 
          Yeah, I did.  About fifteen of them want to  
          come out. 
 
                                MARTY 
          Damn, it sounds like you invited everybody  
          you know. 
 
                        PAULA 
          Yeah, pretty much every girl that I know is 
          coming. 
 
                                MARTY 
          Oh, that's cool.  I'll call up all the bro's  
          and invite them out as well. 
 
                        PAULA 
          Yeah, now that would be a good idea. 
 
                        MARTY 
          Okay, well what time are all the girls supposed  
          to get here by? 
 
                            PAULA 
          Eleven. 
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                        MARTY 
          Cool.  I'll tell all of my friends to come out  
          at eleven too. 
 
                                PAULA                  
          Alright.  I'm looking forward to seeing you tonight. 
 
                            MARTY     
          Me too.  I'll see you later on tonight then. 
 
                            PAULA 
          Okay, bye. 
 
                            MARTY 
          Bye. 
 
Marty and Paula hang up their phones. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          Hey, we should go collect some fire wood. 
 
                        MARTY 
          Well, I need to make a bunch of phone calls to  
          get all the boys from high school out here, so  
          you need to start doing all of that collecting. 
 
                            KEVIN                       
          I'm going to be the president so you can be the  
          bitch for once.  I'm tired of following your lead.   
          Plus, it's what Jesus wants. 
 
                            MARTY 
          Oh you're such a little whiny baby.  We both  
          have to get this stuff done if we're going to  
          throw this party, so don't let your fucking ego 
          go to your head. 
 
                        KEVIN 
          Fine. 
 
                            MARTY      
          Look if you want to make the calls.  You can go  
          right on ahead. 
 
                        KEVIN 
          Good.  I'm glad that you're finally being part  
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          of the team instead of being a dictator. 
 
                        MARTY 
          Okay, here's the phone.  Have at it.  I'll get  
          the fucking wood for the fire. 
 
Marty storms off to get the wood and Kevin gets on the phone. 
 
MONTAGE 
Rob Zombie's song "Dragula" plays while Kevin is making phone calls; 
and Marty is collecting wood, loading up the fire pit full of wood, 
and then pouring gasoline all over it.  Kevin finishes the phone 
calls and Marty with the loading of the pit and Kevin lights a match 
and sets the wood on fire.  Cars start pulling into the driveway and 
people start hopping out of their cars and go into the woods to start 
partying. 
 
END MONTAGE 
 
EXT-WOODS-NIGHT 
Marty is over at the van and he opens it up to reveal the beer and 
other alcoholic beverages to everybody and they all dig in grabbing 
up the free drinks.  After everybody is finished getting their drinks 
Marty says: 
 
                            MARTY                    
          Gather around everybody. I have an important  

announcement to make.  Kevin and I are going  
to run for president and vice president for the  
2016 election.  He’s going to be the President and        
I’m going to be his Vice President.  We know that we         
need a lot of support and we're inviting you all to      
join us on our race to the White House.  Are you all  
with me? 

 
Everybody shouts out yeah and cheers. 
 
                                MARTY 
          Alright let's get this party started with some  
          strip beer pong. 
 
Everybody cheers. 
 
FAST FORWARD – STRIP BEER PONG 
People are hanging out at the party drinking and talking.  Marty, 
Kevin, Paul and Britney are all playing strip beer pong.  The boys 
keep missing their shots and the girls keep getting their balls in 
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the cups.  They keep winning until they are still fully clothed and 
Marty and Kevin are stripped down to their socks and underwear with 
only two cups left. 
 
                                PAULA 
          Looks like you two aren't too good at this  
          game.  Are you? 
 
                        MARTY                   
          No, I think we were too busy staring at your  
          tits to play this game right.  Isn't that right  
          Kevin? 
 
                        KEVIN 
          Mmm Hmm! 
 
                           BRITNEY 
          Well, just remember the deal we made on this game. 
 
                                PAULA 
          Yeah, you two losers are going to be munching on  
          our carpets all night long without any action  
          from our end of the deal if you don't win this game. 
 
                        KEVIN 
          Well, that's not that bad of a deal anyways, I  
          like to munch on chips and other assorted snacks  
          that fall on the carpet at my house.  So, hopefully  
          you have something interesting on yours that I  
          can munch on. 
 
Kevin, Marty, Paula, and Britney all laugh. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          Hey, I got a whole pack of balls and I bet you  

if I get all of them into all of your guys' cups in         
one try then both of you two strip down ass naked          
and run around the fire pit till you pass out. 

 
                        PAULA 
          Alright, that's a deal.  Because you two losers  
          aren't going to get a single one of those balls  
          in. 
 
Kevin takes all the ping pong balls and throws them up into the air 
then whistles.  An eagle soars down with a basket in its claws and 
catches all of the balls and takes them up into the air. 
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                           BRITNEY                       
          Hah!  Your stupid little bald eagle just made you  
          lose that bet.  Now you two have to munch on our  
          carpets all night long. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          Just be patient.  I think he's just doing something 
          special with them for good luck. 
 
The bald eagle soars back, but he's actually morphed into a phoenix.  
He lands on the table and shoots out all ten balls from his mouth and 
they land in all of their cups.  He winks at Kevin and Marty then 
soars away back into the night time sky. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          Looks like it's over and we won. 
 
Kevin and Marty give each other a high five. 
 
                            MARTY 
          That's what I'm talking about.  Yeah. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          Time to suck em’ down, get naked, and run around  
          the fire till you both go night-night.  
 
                            PAULA 
          You didn't say anything about a bald eagle so 
          the bet's off. 
 
                                KEVIN 
          What? 
 
Paula pulls down her shirt and bra revealing her breasts. 
 
                        PAULA 
          Look at my tits. 
 
                            MARTY 
          Wow, those are pretty nice. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          Yeah, those are nice boobs. 
 
Paula whistles and out from the woods comes two dogs and they run 
after Kevin and Marty. 
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                                MARTY 
          Shit, let's get the fuck out of here! 
 
Kevin and Marty run away while the German Shepards chase after them. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          Dude they're catching up to us. 
 
                        MARTY 
          Fuck bro!  I'm out of breath.  These fuckers are  
          going to eat us alive. 
 
A large tree is on the path they are on. 
 
                        KEVIN 
          Let's climb this tree man. 
 
                                MARTY 
          Alright let's do it. 
 
Kevin and Marty are running towards the tree and then a time portal 
appears in the middle of the trunk of the tree.  They go into it and 
they go back in time to when they were playing beer pong. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          Hey wait a second.  Didn't we just do this? 
  
                            PAULA 
          Yeah, we did and you two have been losing all night long. 
 
                                KEVIN  
          Dude drink up. 
 
                           BRITNEY 
          Hey, what are you two doing? 
 
                            MARTY 
          We're finishing the game.  You win. 
 
                        PAULA 
          Yeah, this game blows anyways.  It's in like  
          every movie that I see nowadays. 
 
                        KEVIN 
          Yeah, it's pretty cliché. 
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                                PAULA 
          Let's go cuddle and have some fun in the van Marty. 
 
                        MARTY 
          Okay. 
 
Marty and Paula head towards Marty’s van while Kevin and Britney head 
towards a little camper that is next to Marty’s van.   
 
                            PAULA 
          Kevin, take care of Britney for me. 
 
                        KEVIN 
          Oh I will.  It’s time to lay the carpet. 
 
                            MARTY  
          Just make sure you don't cum before you get  
          her off you bastard. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          Hey you know me.  I can't go longer than a minute 
          anyways. 
 
                           BRITNEY 
          I'll make your pale ass last all night long. 
 
Marty and Paula are inside the back of the van and before closing the 
doors he says: 
            MARTY 
          We'll see you two in the morning. 
 
EXT-WOODS-MORNING 
There are a bunch of tents in Marty's back yard with people sleeping 
in them.  Some of these people are in sleeping bags and other people 
are snuggled up in blankets.  Some more people are sleeping without 
tents in his backyard.  A few of them are lying around the fire 
without blankets or sleeping bags and the fire is still smoldering.  
One of the men that are sleeping around the fire is snuggled up with 
a partially drank bottle of whiskey.  A naked man and a naked woman 
are lying together on a unzipped(open) sleeping bag with a blanket 
covering them in his backyard as well.  Empty beer cans and liquor 
bottles are scattered throughout the yard.  After this scene is 
introduced the back doors to Marty's van swing wide open and he hops 
out of the back of his van wearing nothing but an American flag cape, 
his whitey tighties and a propellor beanie.  He’s holding onto a 
megaphone and starts shouting out: 
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                        MARTY 
          Get up you lazy fuckers!  This ain't no lazy  

afternoon.  It's time to start up this motherfuckin’ 
campaign right with a march on Washington.                   
It's a bright sun shining morning, so boys pull your 
wieners out of your girlfriends, girls quit doing  
kamasutra positions, everybody get dressed, and  
let's start this shit right.  All you hung over  
bastards need a good amount cereal to start your  
day right.  So, you can all come inside and have 
some Cheerios.  But I must inform you that they're  
not real Cheerios.  They're the fake kind.  I must  
admit that yes I am a poor and therefore a cheap bastard 
and I can't afford to feed over twenty starving friends 
eight boxes of Cheerios at five or six dollars a pop.   
And that is something that we are working to  
change.  We are going to change the world and make  
it so we can all live off the fat of the land.   
It's time to change the world people.(a naked  
man has gotten out of a tent and he stretches  
his arms, yawns, and starts scratching his balls.)  
And you naked fucker.  Put some clothes on.  We’re 
going to be talking to all sorts of people today  
to bring them to the light and they aren't going  
to listen to us if you are naked scratching your  
balls like you are right now.  The campaign trail  
commences now. 

 
MONTAGE 
“Get up Stand Up” by Bob Marley and the Wailers is playing while 
everybody slowly gets out of bed and they put on articles of their 
clothing.  Then everybody is inside pouring off-brand Cheerios with 
milk into bowls and they begin eating them.  Then Marty is devising a 
plan about what they are going to do on a white erase board with 
markers while everybody is sitting in front of him listening to what 
he has to say.  Then everybody is getting into their cars and Marty’s 
van.  They drive into town and start going door to door talking to 
people to get them to join on their journey to the capital and some 
people join them and some don't.  They gather many people and then 
they have a line of cars and they're all driving from Michigan 
towards Washington, the  D.C.  On the way there they see many 
different signs for different cities and then they finally arrive at 
the White House with about five hundred cars.   
 
EXT-WHITE HOUSE-AFTERNOON 
All of the people have gotten out of their cars and they are in front 
of the White House.  There are about two thousand people there.  
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Everybody is protesting and the majority of them are holding signs 
with different things written on them such as "Get Rid of Obama", 
"Milenheimer and Duncan 2016", "No more lies", "Close the Gap", and 
many other protesting slogans.  Kevin and Marty are in the middle of 
the crowd and they are both holding onto megaphones.  Their 
girlfriends Paula and Britney are there with them too. 
          
                                KEVIN 
                             (to Marty) 
          Alright, let's get this party started. 
 
Marty talks into his megaphone which is directed towards the White 
House saying: 
 
                            MARTY 
          Hey, listen up Mr. Obama. We are here because  
          you're not doing your job right and it's time for  
          a change and we're going to be moving your ass  
          out soon.  We're going to take you out of there  
          and put your ass in a retirement home you old  
          fucker.  And after we get elected we're going to  
          sleep in your bed and eat your food.   
 
Kevin talks into his megaphone that is directed towards the White 
House saying: 
 
                        KEVIN 
          This is a wake up call.  We're God's chosen people  
   and he told us that you fucked everything over  
          and we're the ones who are going to fix everything  
          that you messed up, which is practically everything.   
          Quit fucking lying about everything you say you  
          are going to do you cocksucker.  We're tired of all  
          the lies motherfucker. 
 
                        EVERYBODY IN THE CROWD 
                            (loud chanting)     
          No more lies, No more lies, No more lies, etc.! 
 
President Barack Obama comes out of the front door to the White House 
with a megaphone and speaks into it saying: 
 
                            OBAMA 
          Now listen up everybody.  I know that we're going  
          to change things, but it just takes time.  Things  
          don't happen overnight. 
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Kevin speaks into his megaphone talking to President Obama saying: 
 
                        KEVIN 
          Bullshit.  I wanted to get laid last night and it  
          happened. 
 
Obama speaks into his megaphone saying: 
 
                            OBAMA 
          Well- 
 
The president gets pelted by water balloons and eggs that come by air 
assault from elastic launchers shot by the protestors. 
He is soaked with water and covered with egg. 
 
Obama speaks into his megaphone saying: 
 
                                OBAMA                                 
          Hey let's be civil now.  This isn't the way to  
          treat your elders.  Now, I'm willing to sit down             
          and talk with you two and give you some pointers  
          on how to get elected, but you need to start acting  
          more civil. 
 
Kevin to Marty: 
 
                                KEVIN 
          We should consult with Jesus to find out if he wants  
          us to be friends with this guy or not. 
 
                                MARTY 
          Yeah, I guess the plan was to come here and protest,  
          but he didn't say anything after that in the dream.   
          Where's the little blue Jesus statue phone at? 
 
                                KEVIN 
          It's somewhere here in my pocket.  Oh here it is. 
 
Kevin pulls out the little blue Jesus statue from his pocket and 
pushes the little button on his head and it dials Jesus' home in 
heaven.  It begins ringing.  After it rings a few times it goes to 
Jesus' voicemail. 
 
                           JESUS' VOICEMAIL  
(We hear the sound of Jesus lighting weed in a water bong while 
breathing in from the open part on the top of the cylinder inhaling 
in the subsequent smoke.  Then we hear the sound of him exhaling the 
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smoke and then coughing briefly.) 
           
          Hi you've reached Jesus and to be honest with you  
          I'm probably doing some stripper right now and I  
          can't come to the phone.  So, please leave message  
          after the beep. 
 
The phone messaging system makes a beep. 
 
                                KEVIN 
          Jesus help us almighty savior.  We need your help  
          on what direction we should take with President  
          Obama.  Should we go in there and talk to the  
          president or should we go in there and commit  
          political asylum.  Please give us a call back A.S.A.P. 
 
                                MARTY 
          Well, I guess we're on our own on this one.  He did  
          say in that dream that we had last night that he had  
          to go bowling with J.F.K. tonight to have a long chat  
          with him about when he pissed on that plastic tree at  
          a party he was throwing.  Then he said that he had to  

do a lot of thinking and debate whether or not he should     
allow him back into heaven. 

 
                                KEVIN 
          I think we should hang out with this guy because  
          it might give us some clout with other politicians  
          and other people we meet through him. 
 
Marty says through his megaphone: 
 
                                MARTY 
          Alright.  We will come in, just the two of us to  
          discuss this matter further.  But there must be  
          crumpets and champagne. 
 
Obama says through his megaphone: 
 
                                OBAMA 
          What did you think that I was going to serve you?   
          Rack of baby? 
 
Kevin says through his megaphone: 
 
                                KEVIN 
          Well, that's what most evil dictator's feed their  
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          guests, but it's good to know that you rule a  
          little less harshly.  We'll be in there shortly. 
    
Obama says through his megaphone: 
  
                                OBAMA 
          Good.  I'll see you guys in a minute. 
 
EXT-WHITE HOUSE-AFTERNOON 
Marty and Kevin are at the front door to the White House.  There are 
two Secret Service agents dressed in black suits with black ties 
there waiting for them on each side of the door. 
 
                           AGENT BLACKSTONE  
          Mr. Milleheimer and Mr. Duncan, I am Agent  
          Blackstone and this is Agent Romeo.  The President  
          has been expecting you two.  We just need to do a  
          quick pat down and then we can take you to see him.   
          So, if you both can get up with your hands against  
          the wall and spread your legs then we can get this over  
          with real quick. 
 
Marty and Kevin get their hands against the wall and their legs 
spread apart from each other.  The two Secret Service Agents search 
Marty and Kevin for weapons and they both don't have anything on 
them. 
 
                           AGENT BLACKSTONE                  
          Alright you guys are clear.  Just follow me and I  
          will lead you to the President. 
 
Agent Blackstone opens the front door to the White House and Marty 
and Kevin follow him with agent Romeo following in the rear. 
 
INT-WHITE HOUSE-AFTERNOON 
Agent Blackstone leads Marty and Kevin to President Obama with Agent 
Romeo tailing close behind.  They follow agent Blackstone through the 
White House to the door to the Oval Office.  Agent Blackstone knocks 
on the door. 
 
                                OBAMA 
          Come in. 
 
                          AGENT BLACSTONE 
          You two wait right here with Agent Romeo.  I'm  
          going to go in there and let the President know  
          that you are here to see him. 
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                                KEVIN  
          Thanks, Agent Blackstone. 
 
                                MARTY 
          Yes, thank you. 
 
   
Agent Blackstone opens the door and walks into the Oval Office 
closing the door behind him. 
 
INT-OVAL OFFICE-AFTERNOON  
Agent Blackstone is in the Oval Office with President Obama.  The 
president is seated at a large oak desk.  He is lounging in a nice 
leather desk chair with wheels on it and is leaning back on it with 
his feet propped up and crossed over each other on top of the desk.  
He is wearing his usual dark blue suit with a light blue tie. 
 
                          AGENT BLACKSTONE 
          Mr. Millenheimer and Mr. Duncan are here to see you sir. 
 
                                OBAMA                        
          Send them in.  And just wait outside and see to it that  
          we're not disturbed. 
 
Agent Blackstone goes outside and gets Marty and Kevin. 
   
                          AGENT BLACKSTONE  
          The President is ready to see the two of you.  So,  
          you can go right on in. 
 
Marty and Kevin enter the Oval Office shut the door behind them and 
Agent Blackstone and Agent Romeo are left guarding the door. 
 
                            OBAMA 

Hey, look at what the cat dragged in?  My two arch        
nemesis's. 

 
                            MARTY 
          We come in peace and want to discuss your path  
          to this almighty throne. 
          
                                OBAMA 
          Well, it was a hard fight.  But let's get warmed up  
          with a little bit of la coca before we begin  
          with that discussion. 
 
                            KEVIN 
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          I don't need any of that, but he might do some. 
 
                            MARTY 
          Yeah, let's do a rail and unwind.  I can't deny  
          such a beautiful peace offering. 
 
                            OBAMA 
          Come with me into my secret den where all my coke  
          is at and I'll tell you all about what you need to  
          know about getting elected. 
 
                            MARTY 
          Okay. 
 
Kevin and Marty get excited and give each other a silent high five 
after the President turns his back to them and begins exiting the 
Oval Office.  Then President Obama is walking down a hallway towards 
his Secret Den and Kevin and Marty are following him. Obama goes up 
to one of the many hall lights that are on the wall, twists it and 
the wall twists sideways revealing the secret den. 
 
                                OBAMA                        
          Welcome to my Secret Den.  Come on in.  Mi casa  
          es su casa. 
 
                                MARTY 
          Wow!  Does anybody know about this place? 
 
                                OBAMA 
          Only you guys and a handful of others. 
 
                                KEVIN 
          This place is bitchin'. 
 
                                OBAMA 
          Thanks.  Step on in and have a seat. 
 
                                MARTY 
          Don't mind if I do. 
 
Marty takes a seat. 
 
                                KEVIN 
          Yes, a seat in this lovely den sounds remarkable. 
 
Kevin takes a seat. 
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Obama takes a seat. 
 
INT-OBAMA'S SECRET DEN-NIGHT 
Obama is sitting at a desk again inside the smaller and cozier den.  
There is a brick of cocaine on his desk that he is cutting some off 
of with a razor.  There are three rolled hundred dollar bills that 
are for snorting the cocaine with.  Then Obama is lining the cocaine 
into rows while talking to Marty and Kevin who are sitting across the 
desk from him in two separate chairs.  
  
                            OBAMA 
          Now Marty, are you going to snort this cocaine  
          with me and then we'll all get down to business or  
          are you going to leave me getting all high and  
          mighty without your ass. 
 
                            MARTY 
          I'm down for some of that sweet white stuff. 
 
                            OBAMA 
          Have at it. 
 
Obama grabs a hundred dollar bill tube and snorts a line with it. 
 
Marty grabs a hundred dollar bill tube and snorts a line. 
 
Then Obama points to the pile of cocaine he's been separating into 
rows and says: 
 
                            OBAMA                        
          I sold my mother's pearl necklace, wedding ring,  
          and a lot of other of my things to buy this stuff. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          You've been selling your belongings to buy  
          cocaine? 
 
                                OBAMA                     
          Yeah, I've been kinda poor lately and haven't  
          had a lot of money.  And this stuff is so good  
          I couldn't resist. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          Damn.  That's pretty crazy.  I thought politicians  
          are supposed to be rich. 
 
                            OBAMA 
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          Hah, I'm just kidding.  I have more money than  
          Bill Gates and Operah combined.  Where do you  
          think all of that confiscated drug money goes to? 
 
                            KEVIN 
          I don't know. 
          
                                OBAMA  
          To me.  I bet you guys could use some money.  
          Couldn't ya?    
          
                                MARTY  
          Yeah, we actually do to fund our campaign. 
 
There is a safe in the wall directly behind Obama and he turns 
around, puts in a code, opens the door to it, pulls out a black 
leather suitcase, shuts the door, turns around, puts it on the desk 
they're sitting at, enters the combination to the locks on the 
suitcase, opens it up, and turns it around towards Marty and Kevin 
revealing its’ contents which is neatly stacked bundled hundred 
dollar bills. 
 
                            OBAMA                       
          Here take this suitcase. The money inside should  
          help you get started with your campaign.  
 
                                KEVIN  
          How much is in there? 
 
                                OBAMA 
          One point five million dollars. 
 
Marty picks up a bundle of hundreds and while examining it closely 
says: 
 
                                MARTY 
          Sweet Jesus.  Thank you. 
 
                                KEVIN 
          Yes, thank you this money should definitely be a  
          good start to funding our campaign. 
 
                                OBAMA 
          I've been saving it for that special pair who I  
          thought would be able to get voted into my and  
          Joe's positions after this term was over with. 
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                                MARTY 
          Let me try on that sombrero that you have over  
          there. 
 
                                OBAMA   
          Alright suit yourself.  I need to do another line  
          though. 
 
Obama snorts another line. 
 
Marty gets the sombrero and puts it on. 
 
                                MARTY 
          Me too señor.  
 
Marty snorts another line. 
 
                            OBAMA 
          I need to find Michelle here in a minute and get  
          some of her fine ass beaver on my mouth.  She  
          likes to put coke on my dick and snort it off  
          before we have sex. 
  
                            KEVIN 
          Damn she's a wild one.  Huh? 
 
                                OBAMA                  
          Yeah, she gets pretty crazy at times, but I  
          love her to death and I don't think that we'll  
          ever separate.  She's almost like my vice president  
          in a lot of ways. 
 
                            KEVIN                   
          Well, that's what a groovy chick can do for  
          you.  You just have to find the right one and  
          they'll make everything in life run more smoothly. 
 
                        OBAMA 
          We need some tunes.  Let me put on this record  
          that the retired Fidel Castro made for me.  He  
          recorded it while he was still the dictator of  
          Cuba, but just released it earlier this year. 
 
Obama puts on a record made by Fidel Castro. 
 
                        CASTRO 
          Oh my Fiesta, my Cortisone.  I want to ariba with  
          you tonight.  Let's shambuska the cooska away.   
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          You’re the only friend that I have.  So, I won't let  
          you go to waste.  Ariba, ariba.  My chicken burrito  
          is so cold.  I want to nuke the planet, but the  
          God damn U.S.A. won't let me do it.  I must change  
          my ways to become like the gringos, so I can live  
          in harmony.  I'm tired of being such a tyrant and  
          having the C.I.A. up my ass.  Oh Ariba, ariba.   
          My Cortisone.  I love you cream you make me calm.   
          My itchy balls made me want to commit genocide.   
          I want to get into the White House so I can hit  
          the red button and nuke you all.  Ariba, Ariba.   
          My Cortisone.  I need to find some Tequila, so I  
          don't kill you all.  Oh Ariba, Ariba my Cortisone.   
          You are the one for me when I have itchy balls. 
 
                                OBAMA 
          That's a number one hit right now in Cuba and it's  
          going to be another hit here in the U.S. someday  
          soon. 
 
                        KEVIN 
          I think that's a pretty good song.  It sounds  
          like he's having some sort of crazy jock itch that  
          just won't go away. 
 
                        OBAMA 
          Oh, shit whiskers.  We didn't talk about my campaign  
          to get here yet. 
 
                        MARTY 
          Yeah, fill us in on all of that jazzy trombone  
          shit. 
 
                        OBAMA 
          Well, all you really need is the money because  
          you can just buy everybody’s vote and that's how I did it.   
          That's how everybody does it really. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          Well, thanks for the pointer. 
 
                            OBAMA  
          Also make sure that you get a bunch of people to  
          set up yard signs for you and meet as many people  

as you can to get on your side because that usually       
helps.  But now that you know me you shouldn't have any 
trouble at all winning that election.  Now, if you don't  
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          mind I have to see if there's a prostitute out  
          front who'd be willing to have a threesome with  
          me and my wife. 
 
                            MARTY 
          Alright, well I guess we'll see you later Mr.  
          Presidente. 
 
                            OBAMA                    
          Okay boys.  I'll see you faggots on the flip  
          side. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          Thanks for everything Mr. Obama and it was a  
          pleasure to meet and chat with you sir. 
 
                            OBAMA 
          Alright you two have a nice day.  And don't worry  
          about having an escort to see you out.  I trust  
          and know you two can find your way out without  
          getting into any mischief. 
 
Kevin grabs the suitcase filled with one point five million dollars. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          Okay.  You we'll see you later. 
 
            MARTY 
          Bye. 
 
            OBAMA    
          Bye. 
 
Marty and Kevin exit Obama's Secret Den. 
 
EXT-HALLWAY-AFTERNOON 
Marty and Kevin are going down the hallway to the nearest exit.  
Kevin is holding onto the briefcase. 
 
                            MARTY 
          Dude, that had to be one of the sweetest damn  
          experiences ever.  I mean I really can't believe  
          that I just snorted cocaine with the president.   
          He seems like the coolest guy ever. 
 
            KEVIN 
          Yeah, that was a pretty cool time.  That Castro  
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          song was the shit. 
 
                            MARTY 
          Yeah, brosef that shit was off the chain.  Fuck  
          dude I'm high as hell right now. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          Let's get the heck out of here and go get some yard  
          signs made up and do a commercial supporting our campaign. 
 
                            MARTY 
          We can do that, but first we should go to a recording  
          studio and make an album that has some sweet beats  
          to it and some vibin' lyrical rhymes that are political  
          that would get us in good with the blacks to win  
          them over and get their votes. 
 
                            KEVIN       

  Wow.  I couldn't have possibly thought of a better  
  plan myself. 

 
INT-MAD DAWG'S RECORDING STUDIO-DAY 
Kevin and Marty are at the recording studio in two separate sound 
proof rooms with microphones setup to rap into. 
 
                           RECORD PRODUCER 

Okay fella's.  We’re ready to record now.  I'll give        
you a countdown till the groove starts from three and then 
you guys can start with the rhymes. 

 
                                MARTY 
          Sounds good bro. 
 
                                KEVIN 
          Gotcha. 
 
                           RECORD PRODUCER  
          Three, two, one. 
 
The music starts. 
 
                                KEVIN 
          We're the two Americans running for P. and V.P. 
 
                                MARTY 
          We need your vote if it's change that you need. 
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                                KEVIN 
          If you want some dollars then give one of  
          us a holler. 
 
                                MARTY                    
          And we're going to make things right with a good  
          hard fight. 
 
                                KEVIN 
          Yo, everybody will succeed if you vote for him  
          and me. 
 
                                MARTY 
          We're not making promises that we will break. 
 
                                KEVIN 
          All of you are important to us and that ain't fake. 
 
                                MARTY                    
          And with you on out sides their won't be any  
          great divides. 
 
                                KEVIN 
          Unity and not being envious of other people are  
          some truths that we want to share with you. 
 
                                MARTY                     
          Now look to the people around you in your life  
          and think about love and trust because that's  
          what we all need in order to be free. 
 
                            SOUL SINGER #1                   
          It's all about love.  So give each other a hug.   

We need to love one another and be sisters and  
brothers.  In this cold harsh world we need to  
stick together and be friends forever. 

 
                                KEVIN 
          We ain't rapping dog.  These are ways to live  
          coming through the fog. 
 
                                MARTY 
          It ain't a gangster’s world. 
 
                            KEVIN & MARTY 
          It's a lover's ball. 
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                                KEVIN 
          So be knowledgeable. 
 
                                MARTY 
          And thoughtful. 
 
                                KEVIN 
          Strive for greatness and stay out of trouble. 
 
                                MARTY 
          And livin' in the land of the free... 
 
                            KEVIN & MARTY 
          Will be full of bliss and harmony. 
 
                           RECORD PRODUCER 
          Alright.  Fellas that's a wrap.  In about a  
          few days we’ll be ready for distribution. 
 
                        KEVIN                    
          Alright sounds good bro.  We'll see you later  
          homie. 
 
                            MARTY 
          Peace out bro. 
 
                           RECORD PRODUCER 
          Later guys. 
 
INT-PHOTOGRAPHY STUDIO-DAY 
(Improvisational Dialogue) 
Marty and Kevin are getting their pictures taken and are nicely 
groomed and dressed in nice suits, pants, and dress shoes.  Then they 
are dressed as girls getting more photographs taken.  Lastly they are 
dressed up as thug gansters with grills, bagging sagging pants, 
basically the whole nine yards of what a hip hop or rap artist would 
wear. 
 
INT-PRINTING FACTORY-AFTERNOON 
There are yard signs flying off the printing press with Marty and 
Kevin standing nearby. 
 
The Printing Press Operator hands a stack of yard signs to Marty 
while saying: 
 
       PRINTING PRESS OPERATOR 
          Hopefully they look according to your standards.   
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          I think they look just like they did on the computer. 
 
 
 
Marty and Kevin are looking at the yard sign with them wearing suits. 
 
                                KEVIN 
          Yeah, this one doesn’t look bad. 
 
                                MARTY 
          I believe your right. 
 
Marty and Kevin both look at a few yard signs that have their names 
and pictures of them both wearing womanly and weird costumes doing 
gay things to each other. 
 
                                KEVIN 

Yeah, these ones for the LGBT community look great.   
What about the ones for when we go to the hood? 

 
                                MARTY 
          Here's a copy of that one. 
  
There's a picture of Marty and Kevin on a few yard signs they are 
looking through and they're both smoking chronic and are dressed up 
like thugs. 
 
                            KEVIN 

I'm sure glad we got that album and these yard signs      
made because it will be very hard to win the black vote.  
Especially for us hillbilly looking mother fuckers. 

 
                            MARTY 
          Maybe we should have wore a little black paint on  
          our face to trick them a little bit. 
 
                            KEVIN 

That would have been sweet, but I think these should 
          do the trick. 
 
                                MARTY 
          You’re right. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          Okay, well yippy kiyay.  Let's go show these people  
          that we mean business. 
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EXT-GHETTO-DAY 
MONTAGE-(slow motion)   
The song “Wu-Tang Clan Ain’t Nuttin Ta F’ Wit” by the Wu-Tang Clan 
begins playing as Marty and Kevin pull up in Marty’s van and hop out 
of it in front of a restaurant called "Shantelle’s House of Chicken 
and Waffles".  They are dressed up like a couple of thugs with gold 
chains, grills, baggy clothes (with their jeans sagging) and are each 
sporting a gat in their sagging pants.  They go to the back of the 
van to grab some yard signs, some cds of their new rap album they 
created along with a large eighties style boom box.  Marty puts the 
boom box on his shoulder and then they close the doors to the van and 
head towards the door and the music stops playing as they stop in 
front of the restaurant.  Then the dialogue resumes.   
 
                                KEVIN 
          Dude this place kinda scares me. 
 
                        MARTY 
          Well, there's no need to worry we have out gats  
          and disguises to fit in so there shouldn't be any  
          troubles with these people.  I'm sure they're gonna  
          love our new album and we should have a good time.   
          Just remember to talk in Ebonics. 
 
                        KEVIN 
          Forshizzle my nizzle let's get in there and get  
          down on the skrizzle. 
 
Marty hits play to a tape that is in the boom box right before 
entering the restaurant.  The tape is their new rap album they 
recently created. 
 
INT-SHANTELLE'S HOUSE OF CHICKEN AND WAFFLES RESTAURANT-DAY 
The door to the Chicken and Waffles restaurant swings wide open and 
in comes Marty and Kevin.  There is an old black man who is the 
manager/cook/owner sitting at a table eating some chicken among a few 
other empty tables with chairs.  He is taking a break and wearing 
casual work clothes with his apron layed over the back of the chair 
next to him.  Monique who is a waitress and cashier is behind the 
counter ready to take orders in casual work clothes with a black 
apron meant for waitresses/waiters wrapped around her waist. 
 
                        MARTY 
          What's up in the hood mother fuckers? 
 
                            KEVIN                       
          Let's eat some watermelon, drink kool-aid and jam  
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          out to some rap music. 
 
                            MARTY 
          We got this hot debut rap album that's gonna blow  
          your minds away. 
 
 
                        OLD BLACK MAN 
          Oh yeah, let me see that shit. 
 
Marty hands the manager and a waitress named Monique (who is standing 
behind the counter next to the cash register) a copy of the cd while 
Kevin hands them each a yard sign. 
 
                               MARTY 
  Here’s one for you.  And one for you. 
 
           KEVIN 
          Here’ a copy of our newly made yard sign for each  

of you and remember to not forget to put it in your                
yard and vote for us at the upcoming election. 

   
 
                        OLD BLACK MAN 
          This looks like some professional shit, but I  
          ain't really into rap music. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          Damn cuz, you need to get down on the vibes  
          sucka.  This shit is da mac for sure.  You know  
          what I'm saying? 
 
Kevin swings his arm around in circles while saying: 
 
                            KEVIN  
          Hey, you want to dap that. 
 
                        OLD BLACK MAN 
          Dap that my ass.  What country are you from  
          anyways? 
 
                            MARTY                        
          He's actually had just a little too much caffeine.   

See he’s been slamming down red bulls since yesterday 
morning.  He’s usually not like this. 

 
                        OLD BLACK MAN 
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          Well, you both need to get all that funky shit you’re  
          wearing off and get your behinds to church. 
 
                            MARTY 
          Oh, we're actually Christians sir.  We just found  
          Jesus while we were putting piss into the holy  
          water dispenser at Kevin over their’s old church. 
 
                            OLD BLACK MAN 
          You shouldn't do that you could spread diseases.   
          You two boys need a good whipping.  I ought to  
          take you out back and spank you like  
          your mother and father were supposed to. 
 
                        KEVIN 
          Sorry, we're not your typical Christians.  We believe you  
          can smoke pot and have fun and do whatever you 
          please as long as the good Lord doesn't mind. 
 
Monique who is behind the counter responds by saying: 
 
                           MONIQUE 
          I'd like to go to the church that you guys go to. 
 
                            MARTY 
          Well, we actually aren't part of any particular  
          church, we just know Jesus and he told us that  
          we’re supposed to be politicians and are running  
          for vice president and president for the upcoming  
          election in 2016. 
 
                               MONIQUE 
          Damn, you two should win that shit.  We need some  
          politicians who can get down and party with the  
          rest of us.  Instead of these politicians who get  
          bored and then make all of these lousy ass laws.  I  
          think some of these assholes secretly own slaves  
          and they're trying to get slavery back. 
  
                                KEVIN 
          Well, those are the jerks that have been cornholing  
          this great country for many years and need to be  
          jailed or fried like some crispy chicken in an  
          electric chair. 
 
                           MONIQUE 
          So, you two are for the death penalty huh? 
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                            MARTY 
          Yeah, we believe that it's a good thing. 
 
                           MONIQUE 
          Well, that's all I needed to know.  Give me one  
          of those signs that I can put on my front lawn  
          and I'll be voting for you two. 
 
Kevin hands her a yard sign while saying: 
 
                            KEVIN 
          Here you go my fine lady. 
 
                           MONIQUE                   
          Fine lady.  Well, now you're a true gentleman.   
          Come here and lay one on me you stud you. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          Okay, just close your eyes and I'll lay one on  
          you. 
 
Marty picks up a piece of fried chicken from an order off of the 
counter and puts it up to her mouth and she starts licking it. 
 
                           MONIQUE 
          Mmm.  That's so juicy.  Mmm.  Your lips are so moist.   
          I just want to take you home and make a baby with you. 
 
Marty drops the chicken and she opens her eyes. 
 
                        KEVIN 
          Well, we better get going actually we have a lot  
          of other business to attend to. 
 
                           MONIQUE 
          Fine, suit yourself, but I'll be thinking of you  
          two tonight when I'm all alone in my bed. 
 
                                MARTY 
          Okay, well we'll see you later and make sure that  
          you vote Millenheimer-Duncan for President and  
          Vice President in the upcoming election. 
 
                           MONIQUE 
          Oh, I will baby take care. 
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Marty and Kevin exit “Shantelle's House of Chicken and Waffles”. 
 
EXT-CHICKEN AND WAFFLES RESTAURANT-DAY 
 
                        KEVIN                          
          Let's go over to the Flaming Whip and see what  
          sort of homos are on the loose there. 
 
                                MARTY 
          You got your assless leather chaps right? 
 
                        KEVIN 
          Yeah, you bet. 
 
                        MARTY                     
          Good.  Cause we're going to have be as pleasing  
          to the eye to these guys as possible.  The harder  
          they get in their pants staring at us the more  
          likely we'll get their vote. 
 
EXT-FLAMING WHIP-NIGHT 
MONTAGE 
 
Aerosmith’s “Dude Looks Like a Lady” begins playing while Marty and 
Kevin hop out of Marty’s van and head towards the Flaming Whip Bar.  
They are dressed like a couple of flamboyant homosexuals 
/transvestites in their black leather assless chaps and high heels.  
Marty is wearing a long haired pink wig meant for a woman along with 
a white feather boa and blue high heels.  Kevin is wearing a bright 
blue wig with a yellow feather boa and pink high heels.  They are 
both wearing blue t-shirts that have a primarily white with a touch 
of red insignia saying Milleheimer-Duncan 2016. 
 
                            MARTY                           
          Hey, just make sure you let them grab on you no matter 
          how disgusting it feels.  And make sure you say gay  
          pride at least a few times to butter  
          them up and make them think we're really gay. 
 
                                KEVIN                        
          Okay, hopefully I don't puke if they grope my balls. 
 
                            MARTY 
          Well, just hold that vomit in or we're going to  
          look as straight as Ron Jeremy. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          Okay, let's go show them we love fucking rainbows. 
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                                MARTY                       
          Oh, I almost forgot.  Make sure that you talk in  
          a higher range and with a lisp and every once in  
          a while put your hand bent out like this to put  
          with your gaymouflage. 
 
Kevin lifts his arm up and puts his hand out like Marty's  
is and then says: 
 
                                KEVIN 
                             (gay lisp) 
          Like this? 
 
                                MARTY                                                         
          Perfect.  It couldn't have been done any better.              
          Now let's get in there and fool these homos. 
 
INT-FLAMING WHIP-NIGHT 
The bar is loaded with homosexuals of every sort. There is loud dance 
music playing and a few guys dancing on a small dance floor.  A bunch 
of the men inside the bar stare at Marty and Kevin as they enter and 
then a gay Asian male belly dancer who is on the dance floor comes 
over to them while dancing and talks to Marty. 
 
                        GAY ASIAN MALE BELLY 
                                DANCER 
            Hey, I'll suck you off in the bathroom. 
 
                            MARTY 
          Wow, now buddy.  Let's get to know each other  
          a little bit before you get down on your knees  
          and see the promise land. 
 
                         GAY ASIAN MALE BELLY 
                                DANCER 
          Oh, it sounds like Jesus might be in there?   
 
                                MARTY 
          Yup.  
 
The gay male Asian belly dancer grabs Marty's crotch then says: 
 
                         GAY ASIAN MALE BELLY  
                                DANCER 
          Let me see Jesus in all his glorious splendor. 
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                            MARTY                    
          Well, I think we should talk a bit first and  
          maybe grab a beer.  I like to know my men before  
          we do ass to mouth. 
 
                         GAY ASIAN MALE BELLY 
                                DANCER 
          Oh, but I need you now.  I've been dreaming of  
          a man like you for my entire life. 
 
                        MARTY 
          I think you've been messing around with the ecstasy. 
 
The gay Asian male belly dancer whispers into Marty's ear. 
 
                         GAY ASIAN MALE BELLY                   
                                DANCER     
          Yeah, you want one to get in the mood.   
 
                        MARTY                       
          Yeah, that definitely would get me in the mood. 
 
The gay Asian male belly dancer guy pulls out a red ecstasy pill from 
out of his purse and holds it out in his hand while saying: 
 
                         GAY ASIAN MALE BELLY               
                                DANCER 
          Well, I have an extra that I can give to you at  
          no cost.  
     
Marty grabs the blue ecstasy pill from the gay Asian male belly 
dancer's hand while saying: 
 
                            MARTY 
          Sure, I'll take that off of your hands. 
 
The gay Asian male belly dancer hands him his beer while saying: 
 
                        GAY ASIAN MALE BELLY           
                               DANCER         
          Here.  Have some of my beer to take with the pill.  
 
Marty pops the pill and washes it down with some of the beer while 
Kevin says: 
 
                                KEVIN                         
          It looks like you two love birds are having fun.   
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          I'm going to go mingle with the other queers over  
          there. 
 
                            MARTY 
          That's sounds good.  I'm going to hang out with  
          this lovely fellow and see what he's all about. 
 
Kevin goes over to the bar and grabs a stool and sits down with a 
bunch of other dudes that are all hanging up at the bar.  He pulls 
some confetti out of his pocket while saying:      
 
                                KEVIN 
          Look everybody I found some confetti. 
 
He throws some in the air while saying: 
 
                                KEVIN 
          Gay pride.  Fags rule.  Let's fuck each other in the  
          ass all night long. 
 
                            STRAIGHT GUY 
          You're a silly fucking transvestite.  You're giving  
          us homos a bad name.  All of you transvestites are  
          just the same. You put on makeup and want to be like  
          girls who want men rather than men who want men.  If  
          you want to be a girl just cut off your dick and get  

a pussy.  I love the cock, but I ain't no god damn 
transvestite lover. 

 
                            KEVIN 
          Well, sorry I'm not your way Mr. Cocklover, but the  
          problem with people like you is that you just judge  
          people and think you're better than everybody else.   
          I bet your mother never held you as a child did she? 
 
The straight guy begins to cry. 
       
                            STRAIGHT GUY 
          Yeah, she never loved me.  She was always gone away  
          with her boyfriend smoking crack and I was abused  
          by her night and day.  She used to beat me with a  
          chord from a lamp by lashing me with it and it left  
          scars all over my back.  I guess all those years of  
          abuse and neglect made me a really angry bastard.  I  
          just need to finally meet somebody who can love me. 
 
The bartender sees that the straight guy is crying and pulls out a 
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box of tissue from underneath the counter and sets it on it then 
Kevin says: 
 
                        KEVIN 
          Well, if you vote for me I can love you every day. 
 
The straight guy laughs while pulling tissue from out of the tissue 
box, wipes away his tears, and then says: 
 
                        STRAIGHT GUY 
          What are you a politician or something? 
 
                        KEVIN 
          Yeah, I'm running for President for the 2016  
          elections. 
 
                        STRAIGHT GUY                
          Wow, well that's cool.  To tell you the truth I'm  
          not gay.  I just like to hang out in this bar.  All  
          of the people that I've met here haven't judged me  
          or hated on me or ridiculed me.  They're all really  
          nice. 
 
                        KEVIN 
          Yeah, to tell you the truth as well I'm not gay  
          either.  I just put on all of this stuff to get  
          everybody's attention, fit in, and mainly get them  
          to vote for me.  I thought it would work, but I guess  
          I'm really just not being myself. 
 
                        STRAIGHT GUY 
          Well, just be who you are.  You're not going to  
          impress anybody by putting on a big show with lights  
          and mirrors anyway.  You need to be truthful with  
          yourself and everybody else if you're going to make  
          real relationships, which is how everybody needs to be. 
   
                                KEVIN 

Yeah, I knew I shouldn't have tried to run for office.         
It's so hard to get everybody's vote.   

 
                        STRAIGHT GUY 
          It's not that hard.  You just have to believe in  
          yourself and make sure you give it all you've got. 
 
                            KEVIN                     
          Yeah, I know your right, but what if they don't  
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          like me? 
 
                        STRAIGHT GUY 

They'll like you just fine.  Most people aren't as 
judgmental as you think.  Now get back in your normal 
clothes get out there and have the time of your life 
impressing these people with who you really are. 

      
                                KEVIN 
          Oh shoot I just remembered my friend's in here acting  

gay too and I need to find him before he does something               
that he regrets. Have you seen a big white guy with curly 
black hair? 

 
                        STRAIGHT GUY 
          Yeah, I just saw him out of the corner of my eye and  
          he went into the bathroom with a couple of other dudes  
          to probably have sex…Well, what are you waiting for?   
          You better go save him before he get's what's coming  
          to him. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          Yeah, I'd better go.  I'll see you later. 
 
                        STRAIGHT GUY 
          Okay later. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          Oh make sure you vote for Millenheimer-Duncan in 2016. 
 
                        STRAIGHT GUY 
          Okay I will.  I think you're going to have a blast  
          once you make it into office. 
 
                                KEVIN 
          Okay, peace brother. 
 
Kevin rushes over to the bathroom. 
 
INT-BATHROOM-NIGHT 
He opens up the door and Marty is there holding onto what appears to 
be a little turd. 
 
                                KEVIN                    
          Oh shit man.  I thought you we're going to be sucking  
          those gay guys off in here.  What's that in your hand? 
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                            MARTY 
          It's a baby turd.  I found it in a diaper. 
 
Marty puts the baby turd into his mouth and starts to chew it while 
Kevin says: 
            KEVIN 
          Hey, don't eat that thing.  I think you need to quit  
          using drugs.  You're behavior is appalling. 
 
                            MARTY 
          I guess I got a little bit out of hand there eating  
          that baby turd.  I'm just starved because I haven't  
          eaten anything all day long. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          And probably that ecstasy you took isn't making your       
          decision making process any clearer. 
 
 
                        MARTY 
          I think you might be right. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          What happened to the gypsy dude anyways? 
 
                            MARTY  

Oh, I think he went to bed or something.  Don't worry    
nothing happened between us. 

  
                                KEVIN 
          Really?  Well, let's get out of here.  I need to have  
          a talk with you about the way we're doing things. 
 
                            MARTY 
          What is there a problem? 
 
                        KEVIN 
          Yeah, there's a problem.  We need to quit  
          deceiving people and just be ourselves. 
 
                            MARTY 
          Well, what if they don't like us?  I mean you saw  
          that gypsy belly dancer guy loved me.  If I wasn't  
          dressed up like this how else would I have got him  
          to sign us onto Vibe Records and give us a contract  
          to go on tour. 
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                            KEVIN 
          We got a contract with Vibe Records? 
 
                            MARTY 
          Yeah, isn't that great. 
 
                                KEVIN                                 
          But how the hell are we supposed to go on tour as  
          rappers when we're trying to get elected as president  
          and vice president?   
 
                            MARTY 
          It's simple.  We go on tour and promote ourselves with  
          our rap and tell everybody to vote for us at the shows.   
 
                            KEVIN 
          But that's only one demographic of people? 
 
                        MARTY 
          Well, I know but in between touring we can do speeches  
          and such in auditoriums and gymnasiums all over the  
          U.S. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          Do you really think this will work? 
 
                                MARTY 
          Yeah, I think if we play our cards right we can get  
          the majority of the votes. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          Hmm...You're a genius man.  But what do we do about  
          who we are?  I don't even know who I am anymore.  All  
          this dressing up and shit is making me confused. 
 
                                MARTY                       
          Well, we're just a couple of chameleons blending in  
          with our surroundings, but our special camouflage  
          isn't going to work all the time and sometimes we'll  
          offend people and shit like this happens every day,  
          but it's okay and I know we'll make it regardless with  
          God on our side. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          Alright.  So, we lie sometimes but not all the time. 
   
                            MARTY 
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          Yeah, that's basically the jist of it. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          But we shouldn't lie? 
 
                            MARTY                     
          Everyone lies because sometimes it's necessary to  
          mask the truth; because not everyone in the universe  
          needs to know every time I shit or fart.  That's  
          personal and so are a lot of things.  We just live  
          our lives and tell what we want to let them know and  
          keep the rest to ourselves. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          That sounds like something I should've been doing a  
          long time ago. 
 
                                MARTY 
          Yeah, it makes life more simple and enjoyable. 
 
                        KEVIN 
          I love you man.  I think we should take a break from  
          all of this campaigning and shit and get back to nature. 
 
                            MARTY 
          I couldn't have thought of a better idea myself. 
 
EXT-LIGHTHOUSE-DAY 
 
MONTAGE 
Kevin and Marty are walking side by side each other on a dock with 
their girlfriends Paula and Britney and the song "Simple Beauty" by 
Jane Carrey begins playing.  It continues while they're all at the 
end of the pier looking off at the different boats in the Atlantic 
Ocean off of the coast of Maine.  Then they're all on a boat hanging 
out and fishing.  Then they're eating at a restaurant while laughing 
at each other's jokes.  
 
END MONTAGE 
 
EXT-RESTAURANT-EVENING 
Kevin, Marty, Paula, and, Britney have just finished their meals and 
are outside the front of the restaurant smoking cigarettes.   
 
 
                                KEVIN 
          Well, we'd better get back to the job at hand my  
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          friend it's been a lot of fun, but we have some hard  
          work to do tomorrow. 
 
MONTAGE 
 
"Sharped Dressed Man" by ZZ Top plays while Marty and Kevin are 
getting dressed into their suits. 
 
INT-MARTY'S APT-MORNING 
Marty is putting on a suit while checking how he looks in a mirror.   
 
INT-KEVIN'S APT.-MORNING 
Kevin is putting on a suit as well while checking himself out in a 
mirror. 
 
END MONTAGE 
 
INT-AUDITORIUM-DAY 
The Auditorium is full of people and Marty is at the podium about to 
give his speech.  There are all sorts of reporters and cameramen 
writing and taking photographs. 
 
                            MARTY                       

Fellow Americans, I'm glad that we can spend this  
fine afternoon in Findlay, Ohio with all of you.   
All of you fine citizens have done many wonderful  
things.  We need to come together in this election  
and have a unity among us and one thought in mind  
together as we put our sacred votes on the line.   
And this thought is who the better candidates are.   
Yes, I do smoke a lot of pot and do other drugs too  
and this might make me seem unfit to be your new  
Vice President, but I must tell you this.  Even  
though I party harder than a rock star, I get the  
job done and always have, so you don't have to  
worry about this getting in the way.  I have years  
of experience at binge drinking and drugging on the  
job and this has made me quite the alcoholic and drug 
addict, but nonetheless I'm a hard worker and I still 
succeed at what I do.  Habits aside, we're going to throw 
away many of these bullshit laws including ones forbidding 
children to have firearms.  I think it's the right of every 
child to have a gun. Anyway, we also want to make sure that  
all of the kids at school get a great education, so  
we're going to put in arcade and soda pop machines 
everywhere in our children's schools so they can learn  
all the pleasurable things in life and know how to  
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push buttons.  Everybody here knows that buttons are 
everywhere, so what better time to learn than in the 
classroom.  I think that we should also have lots of 
vending machines with fatty snacks because everybody  
loves a Twinkie.  I mean who doesn't enjoy tasting a 
scrumptious treat every once in awhile.  And whoever  
blames their obesity problem on a snack machine has a 
severe problem; because if they don't eat junk food at 
school because there are no snack machines there, they'll 
just drive to McDonald's and get a hamburger.  And we  
don't want our children leaving school so they miss out  
on all the button pushing, so snack machines must be 
mandatory at every school.  I guess that's about all  
I had in mind.  Thank you. 

 
Kevin walks up towards the podium while Marty is walking back to his 
seat and then they meet halfway, do a special handshake, gives each 
other a hug, and then Kevin says: 
 
                                KEVIN 
          Dude that was an awesome speech. 
 
                            MARTY 
          Thanks man.  I'm having the time of my life. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          Hello, everybody.  I just wanted to say that I love  

all of you and I thank you for coming out to this bitchin'  
event.  We have free hot dogs and kool-aid in the back and 
I promise you that there is no poison in the kool-aid.  We 
did give some kool-aid with poison in it though to Charles 
Manson who we visited in prison and he's no longer with us, 
so hopefully that will make you happy.  I will say that if 
we are elected the problem of world hunger is going to be 
addressed because we're going to put Taco Bell in every 
city in every country possible and half of the proceeds are 
going to fund my project for world domination.  Just 
kidding.  Only a quarter will fund my project for world 
domination.  Um.  Well, it looks like there's a lot of 
interesting people here tonight.  Do any of you have any 
questions? 

 
There is a reporter named Albert Bolivia in the front who raises his 
hand, lowers it, and then says: 
 
                               BOLIVIA 

Yeah, I have a question. 
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                            KEVIN 
          What's your name sir? 
 
                               BOLIVIA 
          My name is Albert Bolivia and I'm with the Findlay  
          Gazette. 
 
                            KEVIN  
          Ok, and what was your question? 
     
                               BOLIVIA  

I actually have a personal request unrelated to the                 
Gazette.  I think that we should have more strip               
clubs for girls around here because my wife needs  
to go out somewhere to get horny so that I can get  
laid.  Can you help me with that? 

 
                            KEVIN 
          Well, of course I can.  I'll make sure if I'm elected  

that we put in ladies’ strip clubs in every city in    
America.  Because if you're not getting laid you're 
probably not happy and I want you to be happy.  Does  
anyone else have a question or request? 

 
KEVIN’S POV 
 
WENDY 
A sixteen year old, long haired blond girl with braces who is chewing 
gum raises her hand. 
 
                                WENDY 
                               (ditsy) 
          Yeah, I do. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          Alrighty.  What is your name little lady? 
 
                                WENDY 
                               (ditsy) 
          My name is Wendy. 
 
                                KEVIN 
          Ok Wendy, what was your question? 
 
                                WENDY 
                               (ditsy) 
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          Is there like any way we can get more malls with  
          StarBucks’s in them because I've like been to the  
          mall here in Findlay and there's like not a Starbucks  
          there.  Also, I've like been to the mall here. Wait  
          I said that already.  Well like anyway.  It hardly  
          has any good stores and I think we need like another  
          mall so there'll like be more of a selection, so I can  
          like buy something. 
 
                                KEVIN  
          Yes, we will make a law and enforce it that a Starbucks  
          is mandatory in every mall here in America and that  
          every town must have at least 12 malls.  Well, that's  

all the time I have for right now, but we will answer  
more questions at the meet and greet here in a moment.  
Thank you all for coming and we'll see you all here  
in a moment. 

 
INT-AUDITORIUM-DAY 
Kevin and Marty are sitting at a table handing out their new cd and 
political bumper stickers, t-shirts, posters, and yard signs to 
people and chatting with them as they walk past. 
 
                            RANDOM GUY #1 

Hey, I heard your guy's new album and that shit is  
some old school hipster shit that I can really groove  
to dog.  When is your guy's next concert? 

 
                        KEVIN 
          It's actually tonight at four at the State Theater here  
          in Findlay. 
 
                        RANDOM GUY #1 
          Wow, that is so cool.  I'll have to buy some tickets  
          and come out and see you guys. 
 
                            MARTY 

Hey, don't worrying about buying some I can give you  
a pair right now for free. 

 
Marty pulls a stack of tickets out of his pocket with a rubber band 
around it and pulls the rubber band off while random guy #1 says: 
 
                            RANDOM GUY #1 

No shit.  For real.  You can do that for me.  Damn that's         
how a President should be. 

 
Marty hands him a couple tickets while saying: 
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                        MARTY 
          Yeah, it's not a problem.  All of the proceeds are  
          going to charity anyways.  Here you go.  There are two  
          there so that you can bring a friend with you. 
      
                            RANDOM GUY #1 
          Cool man. 
 
                        KEVIN 
          Well here's your complimentary cd for coming out and  
          we'll see you at the show. 
 
                        RANDOM GUY #1    
          Alright.  I'll catch you two tonight then. 
 
INT-STATE THEATRE-EVENING 
We flash forward to the concert and RZA and GZA are finishing up 
their set.      
 
                             RZA and GZA 
          (Small Rhyme by RZA and GZA, maybe about politics)      

……… 
 
Are you all ready for the next act?  It's the two 
candidates who are blazing on the trail  
to be your next president and vice president.  So,  
please give a warm welcome for Funky Duncan and Busta  
Cap in your ass Millenheimer. 

 
INT-BACKSTAGE STATE THEATRE- NIGHT 
 
                               KEVIN 
          Well, let's get out there and show everybody that  
          we're rap stars and politicians waiting to blow their  
          minds with our hot ass licks. 
 
                                MARTY 
          I think my dick just got hard. 
 
                                KEVIN                      
          Hey as long as you weren't thinking about me, I'm  
          fine with that. 
  
                            MARTY 
          Don't worry I wasn't. 
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RZA and GZA walk off the stage and out walk Kevin and Marty. 
 
                        KEVIN 
          Make some noise motherfuckers.   
 
                        MARTY                     
          Everybody wave their hands in the air like they  
          just don't care.  Were crazy lazy the new two candidates.   
          Were fucking running it.  We're gonna handle it.   
          I'm Chuck Norris and he's Bruce Lee come everyone  
          and f-follow me.  We're blowing away every past  
          president for all their flaws and fucked up laws.   

We're gonna bring it right, smoke down every night  
and there's no end in sight for a gansta's life. 

 
                        KEVIN 

We're going to break into the scene and make the liars             
bleed and all the slaves be freed.  We're the terrible  
two and we're here for you.  So, you can trust us, 
ain't no bustas.   And our faith ain't in money  
it's in love.  That's right. 

 
                            MARTY 
          It's a world of beauty and we're going to be free and  
          live in harmony and live peacefully.  When people are  
          down and out there's only one thing you can give and  
          that's your heart.  Take a shot in the dark.  Tonight. 
 
                            KEVIN 

We're gonna slam this jam with our master plan and shoot   
hooks about the man without guns in our hands.  We're gonna 
pass laws that actually make sense and won't push people up 
against the fence until they act in self defense. 

 
                                MARTY                           
          The mack daddy ain't the mack no more.  Mr. President  

you lied and we're all on the floor.  The best are  
protesting and I'm confessing my message to all the 
precious people I see.  We all need to fight for our  
rights and be filled with deep insight into the way  
things need to be.  And most of all let our dreams lead. 

 
                                KEVIN  
          Get up off your chairs and make some motherfucking  
          noise people. 
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The crowd goes wild and then next song starts. 
 
FADE OUT 
 
INT-BACK STAGE (FINDLAY STATE THEATRE)-NIGHT 
Marty is chilling out on a red leather couch 
with a few hot strippers next to a table with a fruit tray, vegetable 
tray, and a platter with small ham and turkey sandwiches with lettuce 
and tomatoes on them.  There are condiments in a little basket 
alongside a large metal bucket with water and pop in it.  The three 
stripper girls that are on the couch with Marty are named Mystic, 
Violet, and River. Mystic and River are on either side of him 
massaging his shoulders and chest while Violet is giving him a lap 
dance. Mystic has two lip rings with black captive bead rings spaced 
out evenly on the left and right sides.  She has straight thin long 
jet black hair.  Her body is real thin and she's sporting some 
tattoos.  She is also wearing black fishnet stockings that come up 
from her feet to her thighs and a black and silver corset that laces 
up in the back that is made out of a silk material along with some 
ruffled lace on it.  Lastly, she is wearing a black silk thong.  
Violet has medium length red hair that is in curls.  She has an  
industrial piercing in her right ear with a long silver bar bell in 
it and is wearing a printed Harlow Kimono robe with a white bra and 
white panties underneath.  She is also wearing black and white 
stripper shoes that match her Kimono, but are a different pattern.  
River has short blond hair that is styled like Marilyn Monroe's hair.  
She is wearing a blank neon green t-shirt that has the neck and 
sleeves cut off of it.  She is wearing a purple bra underneath and a 
purple thong. Kevin is in the same room, but has walked a little bit 
away from Marty to have privacy on a phone call he has received. 
 
                                KEVIN 

Oh, I didn't know that you felt that way about me... 
Okay I'll talk to you later then...Bye. 

 
Kevin hangs up his cell phone and puts it into his pocket.  He then 
walks over to where Marty is and then talks to him saying: 
 
                                KEVIN 

Hey, I have some bad news to tell you. 
          
                                MARTY 
          Ok, but you'd better break it to me easy.  Wait did  
          my mom die? 
 
                                KEVIN 
          No, your mom didn't die. 
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                                MARTY 

Oh, ok, good. Phew I thought the bad news was her untimely           
death by being mauled by a bear and then he went on to  
eat her brains, boobs, and booty. 

 
                                KEVIN 
          No, it wasn't that now would you let me get to the bad  
          news. 
 
                                MARTY 
          Okay, sorry.  I guess I just have a vivid imagination. 
 
                                KEVIN 
          Well, anyway- 
 
Kevin is interrupted by a frazzled Marty. 
 
                                MARTY  
          Wait!  Was it my Great Grandma Claire?  Because she's  
          been in a nursing home for about eight years now and- 
 
Marty interjects and says: 
 
                                KEVIN 
          No! It wasn't your Great Grandma Claire.  Now let me  
          tell you what I am about to say and don't interrupt  
          this time. 
 
                                MARTY 
          Ok.  Go ahead. 
 
                                KEVIN  
          Alright.  Well I just-  
 
                                MARTY 

Wait!  I truly know now.  It was my Aunt Mi Mi's cat            
Snickers. He sneezed a couple times when I was over  
at her house last week.  So, he must have died. 

 
                                KEVIN 
          No, no, no. Now please let me just tell you without  
          you saying a word to interrupt me or I'm going to walk  
          away from you for good and quit our campaign. 
 
                                MARTY 
          Fine. 
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                                KEVIN 
          Britney broke up with me man.  And I'm starting to  
          feel super lonely already.  I miss her so much and  
          know I'll never get her back.  She said that she  

has lost all interest in me.  I just want to get a new                  
girlfriend, to fill that hole that she left inside  
of me. 

 
                                MARTY 

Well, you're in good luck. I got three of the world's      
classiest strippers for myself and now for you too and 
they're going to knock your fucking socks off tonight.   
I'd like to introduce you to Mystic, River, and, Violet. 

 
                                KEVIN 
          Wow, you ladies look fantastic. 
 
Mystic, River, and Violet go over to Kevin.  Mystic and River start 
massaging him all over his body and Violet starts making out with 
him. 
 
                                MARTY 
          Let's get the hell out of here and have some fun on  
          the town.  What do you say? 
 
Kevin pulls away from Violet's lips looking completely satisfied and 
somewhat stunned by what the girls are doing to him. 
 
                        KEVIN 
          That sounds good. 
 
Kevin and Violet go back to making out and Mystic and River are still 
massaging him all over his body and Marty stands up from off of the 
couch while saying: 
 
                            MARTY 
          Let's blow this pop-stand and go to the casino and  
          blow some cold hard cash. 
 
                               VIOLET 
          Sounds like a party to me. 
 
                                KEVIN    
                 (relaxed and stunned by the girls.) 
          Yeah.  We could do that. 
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INT-CASINO-NIGHT 
Marty, Kevin, and all three lovely strippers are at the casino.   
Kevin and Marty are drunk, but not sloppy, incoherent and puking on 
themselves.  Marty and Kevin are side by side in the middle up 
against the table and Marty is on the left and Kevin is on the right.  
Violet is to the right of Kevin and River is to the immediate left of 
Marty and to her left is Mystic.   They're making bets on the 
roulette wheel and then the roulette guy spins the wheel. 
 
                         ROULETTE GUY 
          Big money, Big money, Big money.  Alright it looks  
          like it's black five. 
  
                                KEVIN 
                         (loud and excited.) 
          No shit.  That's my number baby. Whoo-hoo. 
 
Marty and Kevin give each other a high five, while Marty says: 
 
                                MARTY 
          Now that's what I'm talking about. 
 
Marty and Kevin then give the girls high fives to celebrate and then 
the roulette guy says: 
 
                             ROULETTE GUY 
          Looks like we have a big winner at the table. It  
          looks like you put fifty thousand dollars worth of  
          chips on that number, so your winnings in total  

for that bet is one million seven hundred and fifty         
thousand dollars. 

 
The roulette guy gives the chips to Kevin while saying: 
 
                             ROULETTE GUY 
          Here are your winnings sir. 
 
Kevin takes his winnings from the roulette guy and gives him a tip of 
a thousand dollar chip while saying: 
 
                                KEVIN 
          Thank you very much and here is your tip.  
 
Kevin then hands out little stacks of five one thousand dollar chips 
to Marty and the strippers they brought with them while saying: 
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                                KEVIN 
          And here is some for the very sexy Violet and of  
          course you Marty and the very beautiful River.   
          And last but of course not least is some for the  
          very lovely Mystic. 
 
                             ROULETTE GUY 

You two gentlemen aren't politicians by any chance.  
Are you? 

 
                                KEVIN 
          Yes, we're the two new candidates who are running  
          to be President and Vice President of the United  
          States.  So, make sure that you come and vote for us. 
 
Marty yells out to all the people in the casino saying: 
 
                                MARTY 
                     (happy belligerent yelling) 
          Millenheimer-Duncan 2016. 
 
                             ROULETTE GUY 
          So, what's your view on the poverty issue that's  
          going on in South America right now with all of  
          the people starving to death because of the drought  
          that's going on down there. 
 
                        KEVIN 
          Well, I think that we should do something about  
          it.  And first we should bring in some food, water,  
          and medical supplies to help them out.  And then we  
          should build functioning waterways and roads because  
          they need that to transport their poo and piss to  

water treatment facilities and bring in more food  
and water so they can poo and piss some more till they 

          get their crops and livestock back into full swing. 
 
                             ROULETTE GUY 

Well, that's not the answer I expected, but it's good            
nonetheless.   

 
                                MARTY 
          So, who are you going to vote for now motherfucker? 
 
                         ROULETTE GUY 

I don't know who I'm going to vote for yet, but he 
seems like he knows what he's talking about. 
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                            KEVIN 
          Well, we do know what we're talking about.  We go to  

the library everyday and check out books on CD about   
politics, government and other things relevant to our 
campaign and listen to them while we drive around  
town to town and give out flyers and stickers promoting 
ourselves. 

 
                         ROULETTE GUY 
            That's a good way to learn.  So, you guys are part of  
          that big debate tonight. 
 
                            MARTY 
          Yeah, we certainly are.   
 
                            KEVIN 
          Wait.  You're the gypsy belly dancer guy aren't you? 
 
                         ROULETTE GUY 

Yeah, you two were at the bar that one night.  And you              
sucked me off in the bathroom. 

 
                        MARTY 
          Yup, that was a big mistake.  But I only did it because  
          I thought you really worked for Vibe Records and you  

were going to give us a record contract with a subsequent  
tour of the world.  But he lied to me just to feed his 
sexual desires. 

 
                            KEVIN 
          You sucked off him in the bathroom?  You told me that  
          you didn't have any sort of sexual relations with this  
          guy. 
 
                            MARTY 
          Well, I guess I sorta fibbed.  Just like this jerk  
          did to me.  And if you are going to ask no I didn’t  
          like it.  Also just to let you know when I got home  
          I washed out my mouth with rubbing alcohol several  
          times to kill all the germs from that lier’s seamen. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          Wait, wait, wait a minute.  I think we're going to be  
          late for the debate. 
 
                        MARTY 
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          Oh shit.  It's almost nine o'clock let's get the  
          fuck out of here. 
 
Marty and Kevin rush out towards the exit of the casino. 
 
EXT-CASINO- NIGHT  
Marty whistles down a cab and him and Kevin hop in. 
 
INT-CAB-NIGHT 
Marty and Kevin are inside a cab that has the cliché middle-eastern 
interior.  The cabbie is a man named Mussafer and he is wearing a 
grey turban with a white robe.  He has a heavy Turkish accent and a 
full black beard.  He has music playing on the radio, which is some 
sort of ethnic Turkish music. 
 
                            MARTY 
          We need you to take us to fifty-third and ninth  
          to the debate center. 
 
                           CABBIE 
          Okay, but I need the cash first. 
 
                                KEVIN 
          How much do I owe you? 
 
                               CABBIE 
          Thirty-four dollars. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          Here it is. 
 
                            MARTY 
          Let's go a little bit faster.  We're running late. 
 
                           CABBIE 
          Okay, that's going to be extra though. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          How much extra? 
 
                           CABBIE  
          Five hundred dollars. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          Okay, but you do as I say and we're going to break  
          dozens of laws. 
 
Kevin hands the cabbie five hundred dollars. 
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                               CABBIE 
          Sounds good pal. 
 
MARTY’S POV 
Marty see's the cabbie's name and picture on his license that is 
attached to the passenger side sun visor by a couple rubber bands. 
 
                                MARTY 
          Now drive as fast as you can Mussafer. 
 
Mussafer hits the gas and they go down the street blasting through a 
red light.  Kevin sees a “Cut of Cow”, which is a fictitious version 
of a steakhouse, while saying; 
 
KEVIN’S POV 
 
                        KEVIN 
          Damn, there's a Cut of Cow.  I'm so damn hungry. 
 
                        MARTY 
          Not now asshole. We have a debate to get to. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          Floor that shit Mustafa, Mussawi, Mogelchuda or  
          whatever your name is. 
 
                            CABBIE 
          Alright, but you two better hold tight because I  
          have to make another turn. 
 
The cab turns wildly, all four hub caps fly off and then they drive 
up a ramp and shoot over a large ditch in the road where water pipes 
are being worked on.  The car lands on all four wheels, swerves, and 
runs another red light.  They're about to crash into a young lady and 
a young man who are walking across the street holding hands.  Marty 
and Kevin yell out: 
 
          KEVIN                                      MARTY 
          Stop!                                      Stop! 
 
The cabbie slams on the brakes narrowly missing the young man and 
young woman.  After they cross the street he hits the gas pedal to 
the floor again. 
 
                            CABBIE 
          Okay, I know a short cut through an alley.  It's  
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          an extra fifty bucks though. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          Fine here's a hundred.   
 
            CABBIE 
          What about the change? 
 
                                KEVIN 
          Keep it!  Just watch out for that old lady. 
 
The cab hits the old lady and she goes flying up into the air doing 
all sorts of flips and then her umbrella opens up and she floats down 
safely, uninjured with her small dog in her arm while saying: 
 
                          OLD LADY 
          You bastards!  Watch where you're driving. 
 
                        KEVIN 
          Dude, I need a hamburger or something. I'm starved.  I 
haven't  
          eaten anything all day long. 
 
                               CABBIE 
          I have some old doughnuts up here you can have  
          from yesterday. 
 
                        KEVIN 
          Wait.  I got an idea.   
 
Kevin gets on his “Fiesta Loca”(which is a fictitious version of a 
Taco Bell) app and makes a carry out order. 
 
                                KEVIN 
          We need to make a quick stop at Fiesta Loca. 
 
                           CABBIE 
          Okay, hold onto your butts we're in for a bumpy ride. 
 
The car turns into a magical carriage and they fly off into the sky 
barely missing the bumper of a stopped car in front of them.  They 
bypass all the traffic while Marty says: 
 
                        KEVIN 
          Damn.  It's beautiful up here. 
 
                        MARTY 
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          We’re in a fucking carriage man.  This is fucking  
          great. 
 
 
They land in the parking lot of Burgermeister’s(which is a fictitious 
version of something like a Burger King) and then Kevin says: 
 
                            MARTY 
          Man who needs this place.  They have too long of  
          a wait all the time anyways. 
 
The cab halls ass across the road while everybody is screaming 
because they're afraid they're going to be hit by the cars in the 
intersection.  The cab makes a furious turn through the drive thru of 
a Taco Bell and Kevin pulls out a sling shot and shoots the wad of 
cash into the first window and it flies in slow motion into Fiesta 
Loca Employee #1’s hand who is at the register and he pockets the 
cash and says:   
      
                       FIESTA LOCA EMPLOYEE #1 
          Man, I hate this job.  I'm going to run for President. 
 
Then Kevin holds out his hand and grabs the bag of tacos as the cab 
pulls past the window and they pull out of the parking lot and blaze 
away back onto the road. 
 
The cabbie drives on a rampage through traffic dodging and weaving in 
and out from between cars in a tunnel while Kevin and Marty munch on 
some tacos.  Then they finally reach the door of the debate center.  
They hop out and run as fast as they can to the door of the debate 
center.  Kevin has the Fiesta Loca bag in his hand.   
 
INT-DEBATE CENTER-NIGHT    
Marty and Kevin enter the debate center and a bunch of people with 
camera's are taking pictures of them with flashes galore and they 
sign an autograph or two and run up onto stage and take their seats. 
 
INT-DEBATE CENTER (ON THE STAGE)-NIGHT 
There's a room filled with people and on one side of the stage is 
Senator Letherford and Mr. William Shatner and on the other side are 
Marty and Kevin. 
   
                        DEBATE HOSTESS         
          Well, we are going to begin here tonight with Senator 
          Letherford and Mr. Shatner who are the candidates  
          going up against Mr. Duncan and excuse what was your  
          name again sir? 
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                            KEVIN 
          It's Kevin Millenheimer. 
 
                           DEBATE HOSTESS 
          What a great name that is too.  Sorry, I think I'm  
          having a coffee crash right now, so bear with me. 
 
The debate hostess drinks a little bit of water. 
 
                           DEBATE HOSTESS 
          Okay, let's get started with you Senator Letherford.   
          Why should the people of America vote for you? 
 
                         LETHERFORD 
          It's great to be here today in front of the panel  
          and I'm ready for this debate and I want to start             
          it off by saying how wonderful this country is and  
          how lovely are you people are.  But I want to get  
          down to the nitty gritty too and ask the boys over  
          there why they're running for office when they're  
          really no more than a couple of criminals who robbed  
          and destroyed a Seven Eleven. 
 
                        KEVIN 
          It actually wasn't a Seven Eleven Sir.  It was a Gas  
          Station with a Sub-Rite inside of it. 
 
                           SHATNER 
          Well, all minor details aside why the heck did you  
          break and steal all of that stuff anyways?  You two   
          should be in jail. 
 
                            KEVIN 

Well, we paid for the restoration for all of what we 
damaged there, along with what we stole, as well as our 
court fines and community service. 

 
                           SHATNER 
          So, you think you can do all that and have your 
          hands washed clean, huh? 
 
                            MARTY 
          Well, that's what usually happens when people make   
          mistakes.  We believe that people shouldn't hold  
          grudges against people for the rest of their lives  
          for petty crimes they've committed that have been  
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          resolved by the process of the court systems and  
          their rulings.      
       
                             LETHERFORD 
          Well, this wasn't a little mistake.  You stole from  
          the cash register among other things- 
 
A sexy and petite lady from the audience wearing a black leather mini 
skirt and grey top gets up from her chair and says to a couple of 
friends surrounding her: 
 
                          ASSASSIN 
          Excuse me gentlemen I need to go to the restroom  
          for a moment.  Would one of you look after my  
          baby for me? 
 
Friend of Assassin #1 who is sitting next to her says: 
                            
                       FRIEND OF ASSASSIN #1 
          Sure.  That’s not a problem. 
 
She hands the baby to the man who was in the seat next to her's and 
says: 
 
                          ASSASSIN 
          Thanks.  I'll be back in a little bit. 
 
The assassin lady goes to the bathroom. 
 
INT-BATHROOM-NIGHT 
The assassin woman enters into the bathroom and locks the door.  She 
does her makeup in front of the mirror then lights up a cigarette.  
She pulls up her skirt revealing a small revolver and checks the 
chambers for bullets and the gun is fully loaded. 
 
                          ASSASSIN 
          Damn I'm a sexy bitch.  I need to find a guy to  
          marry.  I'm tired of being alone.  Maybe I won't  
          shoot this guy.  Maybe I'll just force him into  
          marrying me. 
 
The woman assassin leaves the bathroom. 
 
INT-DEBATE CENTER-DAY 
The woman assassin sneaks past photographers and other people who are 
taking pictures and goes up front to ask a question. 
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                        KEVIN 
There'll be no more wars if we're elected.  I'm tired                
of all the soldiers dying. 

 
                           SHATNER 
          Well, somebody's got to die. 
 
                            MARTY 
          No, that's not true- 
 
                           ASSASSIN 
          Hey, I've got a question.  When are you going to settle  
          down and find a First Lady? 
      
                                KEVIN 
          Well, now that's a very important question and I guess  
          I'll answer that now.  I've was dating a girl I knew  
          from high school on and off again named Britney  
          Treesbody.  And we were supposed to get married, but  
          she dumped me. So, I've been trying hard to find a  
          good woman who will treat me right and I'm going to  
          find the right girl, but it just takes time.  I guess  
          I don't know when it's going to happen, but I'm hoping  
          that it will sometime soon. 
 
The woman assassin unbuttons her shirt revealing her breasts INSIDE 
OF HER BRA says: 
 
                           ASSASSIN 
          Do you think these babies look good enough for you?   
 
                            KEVIN 
          Yeah, they most certainly do? 
 
                           ASSASSIN 
          Well, what else are you looking for in a woman? 
 
                            KEVIN 
          Um.  I guess I don't know really. 
 
The woman assassin walks forward. 
 
                           ASSASSIN 
          Well, I'm a good hearted gal who's been fucked over  
          a few times, but I think you just might be my style. 
 
                            KEVIN 
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          I am? 
 
                           ASSASSIN 
          Really, you are.  I've been watching you for the past  
          six months doing campaign speeches and concerts for  
          your new album and I think that you're great. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          Well, maybe we should hook up sometime. 
 
                          ASSASSIN 
          Yeah, I'd like that. 
 
                             KEVIN 
          Okay, how about we have dinner at my house tomorrow. 
 
                          ASSASSIN 
          That sounds good. 
 
                        KEVIN 
          What time is good for you? 
      
                              ASSASSIN 
          Seven is great.  I usually get out of bed at five  
          because I am a night owl.  So, that should give me  
          some time to get myself put together.      
 
                                KEVIN 
          At seven it is. What would you like to have to eat? 
 
                          ASSASSIN 
          Anything is fine.  I'm really not that picky. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          Cool baby.  I'll make us up something on the George  
          Forman then. 
 
                          ASSASSIN 
          Well, lean food is good food and I'm down for that.   
          Can I just cut to the chase?  I really just want to 
          blow your brains out. 
 
The assassin woman pulls out and gun and points it directly at Kevin. 
 
                        KEVIN 
          Damn.  Well, I guess I wasn't expecting that.  Seize  
          the traitor! 
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The assassin woman quits pointing the gun at Kevin and it is pointed 
at the ground and then she puts it back into her leg holster while 
saying:                               
 
                              ASSASSIN 
          I'm just kidding.  Settle down. 
 
                        KEVIN 
          No take her away she's a traitor and she wants to  
          kill me.  Arrest that woman. 
 
Everyone begins running to the exits.  The assassin girl pulls out a 
pair of nunchucks from out of her purse and starts twirling them 
around as several secret service men and police officers come her 
way.  She pulverizes them all. 
 
                          ASSASSIN 
          Is that the best you fuckers got?  You guys ain't 
          got nothing on me.   
 
The assassin woman runs after Kevin who has snuck out the back door.  
She looks down the stairwell and sees Kevin running feverishly down 
the stair well and she follows while saying: 
 
                          ASSASSIN 
          Hey, I’m coming to get you so I hope you're ready to  
          die. 
 
One of Kevin's secret service agents shoots a few bullets up at her 
missing all three and then she says: 
 
                                                            ASSASSIN 

 Hah!  Nice shot.  You shoot worse than a girl.  Let me  
 give it a try. 

 
The assassin girl unloads her revolver, missing with every one of her 
shots and then reloads the revolver while saying: 
         
                              ASSASSIN 
          I missed on purpose because I'm enjoying chasing you  
          as much as I will killing you. 
 
Kevin and his security guards go out through the door that exits the 
stairwell on the first floor.  Right before he exits the door he 
says: 
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                                                                 KEVIN 
          You're not a nice person lady!  You're evil! 
 
The assassin girl goes further down the stare well while saying: 
     
                              ASSASIN 
          That's what my mother always used to say, but I killed  
          her.  I put a bullet right between her eyes and killed  
          that lousy bitch. 
 
Kevin and his two security guards make it to a hallway where the door 
leading out is and Security Guard #1 checks the door and it's locked 
while Kevin says: 
 
                                                                  KEVIN 
          Hey, you better get me out of this mess.  I'm not  
          going to take you out for submarine sandwiches anymore if 
          I'm dead.  Mmm.  A party sub sounds so good right now. 
 
                          SECURITY GUARD #1 

We're locked in here.  It must have been part of         
the plan to trap us in here. 

  
                                KEVIN 
          It must be karma.  I'm going to die in this hell hole.   
 
                          SECURITY GUARD #1  
          Let's go back down the hallway and hide in one of  
          the rooms before she corners us. 
 
Kevin is escorted by his two security guards who run with him down 
the hallway and then they enter into a room.  Then they barricade 
themselves in with a filing cabinet, chairs, and a table up against 
the door while Kevin says: 
  
                        KEVIN 
          Why are we barricading ourselves into here?  Are you  
          guys trying to get me killed?  I need an ibproufen  
          my head really hurts. 
 
Both of his security guards pull out guns on Kevin while one says: 
 
                          SECURITY GUARD #1 
          I'm sorry sir.  We have nothing left to offer you.  
          Cuff him. 
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Security Guard #2 pulls out a pair of handcuffs and puts them onto 
Kevin while Kevin says: 
 
                                KEVIN 
          Hey, you can't do this I'm paying you money to  
          protect me. 
 
                          SECURITY GUARD #1 

We are stopping you from ruining the plan of our        
master.  Ask the master what we should do with this    
little boy. 

 
Security Guard #2 pulls out a little red Satan statue from his 
pocket, pushes the button on top which makes the device call Satan 
then Satan says: 
 
                                SATAN 
          Hello, this is Satan. 
 
                          SECURITY GUARD #2 
          Master we need orders.  We have one of Jesus'  
          helpers in our custody. 
 
                            SATAN 
          Well, kill him. 
 
Security Guard #2 puts the little red Satan statue back in his pocket 
while Kevin says: 
 
                            KEVIN 
          You Satan worshipers.  God will protect me. 
 
                          SECURITY GUARD #1 
          Your God is obsolete.  Our master will rule this  
          planet for all eternity now. 
 
                                KEVIN 
          You're wrong.  I'm- 
 
Security Guard #2 stuffs a dominatrix gag ball complete with a 
connectable leather strap into Kevin's mouth and fastens it on the 
back of his head to stop him from talking. 
 
                          SECURITY GUARD #1 
          Alright let's do this. 
 
Both of the security guards position themselves in front of Kevin and 
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lift up their guns and aim at Kevin and then the door bursts down and 
in comes the Assassin.  They blast round after round into her all of 
which are blocked by her bullet proof vest and then she shoots back 
two shots.  The two shots hit both of them men directly in the middle 
of their skulls killing them. 
 
                          ASSASSIN 

Hah, you fuckers are going to burn and get raped for all    
eternity. 

 
Kevin is scared as the assassin girl slowly comes closer to him and 
then she lights up a cigarette and says: 
 
                          ASSASSIN 
          It's five o'clock somewhere.  Time for a smoke break. 
 
She takes a drag off her cigarette then says: 
 
                          ASSASSIN 
          You really thought I was going to kill you.  Didn't you? 
 
Kevin mumbles some words and then she unfastens the ball choker, 
pulls it out of his mouth, so he can speak and he coughs and few 
times and says: 
 
                        KEVIN 
          No, I didn't.  I knew that this was part of the plan. 
 
                          ASSASSIN 
          You didn't know squat.  I saw that look on your face  
          when I told you that I just wanted to kill you. 
 
                        KEVIN 
          Well, I was just playing along. 
 
                          ASSASSIN 
          Heh.  Yeah, I think you're lucky that I don't blow  
          your brains out right now. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          I thought you said you weren't going to hurt me. 
 
                          ASSASSIN 
          I didn't say anything about not hurting you. 
 
The Assassin walks closer over to where Kevin is standing with her 
pistol drawn.   
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                            KEVIN 
          Please don’t hurt me.  God is going to come here  
          and strike his lightning into your vagina making  
          you useless as a woman. 
 
                          ASSASSIN 
          Oh, shucks where did you get that one from a cracker  
          jack box? 
 
                            KEVIN 
          Yeah, I'm sorry.  I didn't mean to offend you.  Please  
          just don't hurt me. 
 
                          ASSASSIN 
          Well, it's time for you to die. 
 
The assassin girl points her gun at Kevin and he screams out: 
 
                            KEVIN 
          No! 
 
The assassin girl pulls the trigger, the gun dry fires, and then she 
says: 
 
                          ASSASSIN 
          Ooops.  It's empty.  Well, it looks like you win. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          I'm free to go? 
          ASSASSIN 
          Yeah, you're free to go. 
 
Kevin struggles for a moment trying to get his hands freed from the 
cuffs and then he says: 
 
                                KEVIN 
          I can't get my hands out of these hand cuffs.  Would  
          you help me? 
 
                              ASSASSIN 
          Yeah, I guess today's your lucky day. 
 
The assassin woman begins unlocking his handcuffs while he says: 
 
                         KEVIN 
          Ouch!  Be gentle.  I'm a big sissy. 
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                          ASSASSIN 
          Boy, you look so cute cuffed like this. 
 
                        KEVIN 
          You're just saying that. 
 
                          ASSASSIN 
          No, I'm being truthful.  I'm into some serious  
          dominatrix shit. 
 
                        KEVIN 
          Well,  I don't know you that well yet, so just please  
          uncuff me gently. 
 
                          ASSASSIN 

What do you think I am some kind of a slave or some-         
-thing? 

 
                            KEVIN 
          No, I asked you nicely.  I just need someone to help. 
 
                          ASSASSIN 
          There you go. 
            KEVIN 
          Thanks for helping me get uncuffed. 
 
Kevin farts and then says: 
 
                        KEVIN 
          Sorry.  I guess all of this stress from thinking I was  
          going to die has made my stomach upset. 
 
                              ASSASSIN 
          Well, that ain't no biggie.  It happens to the best of  
          us.  I actually just let one go a minute ago. 
 
                        KEVIN 
          Are you hungry?  Because I could sure go for a bite to  
          eat. 
 
                          ASSASSIN 
          Oh, now you're trying to take me on a date? 
 
                            KEVIN 
          No, I'm just really hungry.  I think all of that  
          running must have burned at least a couple hundred  
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          calories. 
 
                           ASSASIN 
          A bite to eat does sound good.  There's this good diner  
          right down the street that I know of where we could go  
          and eat. 
 
INT-DINER-NIGHT 
Assassin woman and Kevin are sitting at a table.  The assassin girl 
has strawberry pancakes On a plate in front of her and Kevin has a 
hamburger in front of him.  They both are chewing their food and then 
the Assassin woman says: 
 
                            KEVIN  
          So, what's your name anyway stranger? 
          
                               GLORIA 
          It's Gloria.  Gloria Estefan. 
 
                                KEVIN 
          Really?  I didn't know I was in the company of a world  
          famous singer. 
 
                            GLORIA 
          I'm not really.  That's just what my daddy wanted to  
          name me. 
 
                            KEVIN 

    I know.  I was just being sarcastic. 
    So, what do you do for a living? 

 
                            GLORIA 
          I write poetry.  Books and stuff. 
 
                            KEVIN            
          Really?  That's cool what sort of stuff do you write  
          about? 
 
                            GLORIA 

All sorts of stuff really.  Usually I write about what's                  
going on around me.  I like to sit in the forest and just    
hear the rain and think up poems in my head. 

 
                            KEVIN 
          Wow, I bet you're pretty good at that, huh? 
 
                            GLORIA 
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          Yeah, I'm pretty good. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          So, what's your favorite color? 
 
                            GLORIA 
          Blue. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          Wow, that's a good color. 
 
                                GLORIA 
          How about you?  What's your favorite? 
 
                            KEVIN  
          I don't know maybe green or white or something. 
 
                            GLORIA 
          Hmm.  Well, that's just fascinating.  Why are we talking  
          about colors anyway? 
 
                        KEVIN 
          I don't know.  I'm not the best conversationalist I  
          suppose. 
 
                            GLORIA 
          You might be if you weren't asking me questions that  
          you'd ask a preschooler on a test. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          Sorry, I'll try to think up better questions.  I like  
          your hair.  It looks really nice. 
 
                                GLORIA 
          Well, thank you.  I always do enjoy a nice compliment. 
 
                            KEVIN  
          So, why did you try to kill me anyway? 
 
                                GLORIA 
          I actually wasn’t going to kill you.  It was all a bluff.   
          See, God came to me in a dream and told me that I was  
          supposed to chase you down and get rid of those two guys 
          who were supposed to be your security guards; who were      
          really in cahoots with the devil and were going to kill you 
          to destroy God’s plan of having the two of you guys become  
          the President and Vice President of the good old U.S. of A. 
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                                KEVIN 
          Man, God sure does have a strange way of doing things.  
          So, can you promise me that this is all true? 
 
                                GLORIA 
          Yes, I did it only as a hoax in order to save you from 
          those two ex-bodyguards of yours.  I promise you that. 
 
                                KEVIN 
          Okay, I suppose I’ll have to trust you on that one… 
          Well,   let's get out of here and find Marty.  I bet he's             
          at his house getting all fucked up on coke because he's  
          scared about what happened at the debate. 
 
                                GLORIA 
          Alright.  We can leave, but first we need to pay the  
          bill and get a to-go box for our leftovers.   
 
Gloria waves at the waitress to get her attention.  She sees them and 
walks over to their table and says: 
 
                               WAITRESS  
          How was everything? 
 
                                GLORIA 
          Good. 
 
                                KEVIN 
          Yes, it was splendid. 
 
                               GLORIA 
          Can we get the bill and a to-go box? 
 
                              WAITRESS 
          Sure.  Do you guys want two separate bills or to have 
          it all together on one? 
 
                                KEVIN 
          We'll get it on one bill and you can give it to me. 
 
                              WAITRESS  
          Great.  I'll bring a to go box and the bill right  
          over to you here shortly. 
 
                                KEVIN 
          So, I was thinking about us and I was wondering if you  
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          might like to be my girlfriend? 
 
                                GLORIA 
          Well, I’m not too sure yet.  Maybe we should take it slow  
          and just be friends for now. 
 
                                KEVIN 
          Okay.  I suppose I can live with that. 
 
EXT-MARTY'S APT.-NIGHT 
Kevin and Gloria are at Marty's door then Gloria knocks.  Then Marty 
shouts from behind the door: 
 
                            MARTY 
          Who the fuck is it?  And what do you want? 
 
                            KEVIN 
          It's the girl scouts and we have some cookies for you. 
 
                                MARTY                            

Well, drop that shit at the door and be gone.  I'm in no 
state to greet anybody.  I'm in my underwear and I have a  
porno playing. 

 
                               GLORIA 
          Hey open up or I'll blow your brains out. 
 
Marty starts scrambling around his apartment while saying: 
 
                            MARTY                      
          Shit.  It's her.  She's going to kill me.  What  
          the hell am I supposed to do? 
 
                                KEVIN 
          Hey, Marty it's Kevin and I met a girl. 
      
                            MARTY 
          I don't understand you.  You mother fucker.  Why  
          did you bring that assassin woman to my house? 
 
                            KEVIN 
          Because we sat down and talked things over and  
          she's not going to kill us.  It was part of a 
          plan set forth by God and she was only pretending 
          to kill us in order to kill two of my bodyguards 
          who were in with Satan and his plan to kill 
          us so that we wouldn’t be able to run for office. 
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                            MARTY 
          Are you sure she isn't just playing a game to get 
          the both of us in a room, pretend she's going  
          to fuck us both and then blow our brains out? 
 
                        KEVIN 
          Yeah, I'm sure.  She's a real sweet gal and she  
          promised that she won't fuck us over ever again. 
 
                        MARTY 
          Okay, cause if I let you two in and some weird shit  
          starts happening I'm just going to blow her fucking  
          head right off. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          No one is going to hurt you.  Now will you just let  
          us in?  Please. 
 
There is a brief pause of silence on both ends and then Marty unlocks 
the dead bolt, opens up the door, but it only opens the door partway 
because there is a chain lock still fastened to the door and the 
wall. 
 
                            MARTY 
          I'm warning you.  You better keep your tits in your  
          shirt because I ain't falling for anymore of your  
          games. 
 
Marty unlocks the chain lock, opens up the door completely, and Kevin 
and Gloria enter into Marty's Apt. while Kevin says: 
 
                            KEVIN 
          She isn't playing any games with you.  So, just chill  
          the fuck out and get some clothes on.  Would you? 
 
                            MARTY 
          I would put some clothes on, but some bum broke into  
          my apartment and stole all my clothes. 
 
                            KEVIN 

Damn that's pretty nuts.  Did he make off with your 
vibrators too? 

 
                            MARTY 
          No, and just to let you know because you're the new  
          one here who's not informed.  Both of those vibrator's  
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          are not mine.  They are my ex-girlfriend's dildos who  
          passed away. 
 
                            GLORIA 
          She passed away.  I'm very sorry about your loss. 
 
                                MARTY 
          Yeah, it was a horrible golfing accident and she  
          was struck by lightning and as the story goes she  
          was taken away by two evil warlocks and her body  
          was dissected to further medicine. 
 
                                KEVIN 
          Wow, I think you've had a little too much to drink  
          tonight because that never happened.  
 
                            MARTY 
          Yeah I know.  It is past my normal bedtime and I  
          don't feel right.  I think all of that gasoline  
          I was huffing made me kinda loopy. 
   
                     KEVIN 
          Man you really need to quit all of these drugs or  
          you're going to end up in the hospital or even worse,  
          dead. 
 
                            MARTY 
          Nah, I'll be fine.  I just need to lie down for a while. 
          I've been pacing around for like ten hours straight and  
          I need to go to bed. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          Well, go lay down and we'll talk about what we're  
          supposed to do next for our campaign in the morning. 
 
                            MARTY 
          I need food.  I'm fucking starved. 
 
                                KEVIN 
          As you can probably already tell we did bring some  
          left overs back from the restaurant and you're more  
          than welcome to eat mine if you want to. 
 
                                MARTY 
          Sure.  That sounds awesome. 
 
Kevin hands Marty his and Gloria's box of leftovers with half an 
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eaten burger, some French fries, a partially eaten triple stack of 
strawberry pancakes, and he takes it. 
 
                                GLORIA 
          You can have my leftovers too they're in there along  
          with Kevin's. 
 
                        MARTY 
          Really?  What sort of stuff did you get because I'm  
          very particular about what goes into my body. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          You just huffed gas.  This is way better for you than  
          most things you ingest. 
 
                            MARTY 
          I guess you're right.   
 
                            KEVIN 
          I'll go and get a fork for you and I'll be right back. 
 
Kevin goes to the kitchen to search for a fork while Marty opens the 
box that Kevin gave to him while saying: 
 
                                MARTY 
          Oh cool.  Strawberry pancakes and a half eaten burger  
          my favorites. 
 
Kevin is searching in the drawer where the forks usually are at while 
saying: 
 
                            KEVIN 
          Hey, where are the forks at? 
 
                            MARTY 
          I don't have any clean ones, so I'm just going to eat  
          it with my hands. 
 
Marty starts scarfing down the pancakes and half eaten burger. 
 
                            MARTY 
          Damn this shit is the bomb.  I don't even know if my  
          dick still works.  It's been so long since Paula's  
          put out. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          That's too bad. 
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                        MARTY 
          Well, now that I think of it.  It might be because  
          I have been passing out early all of the time while  
          she's giving me head. 
 
                        KEVIN 
          I guess if you want to get laid you might have to  
          just cut down on the partying a little bit. 
 
                            MARTY 
          Yeah, I guess that sounds like a fair assessment.   
          So, what are you two guys some sort of couple or  
          something now? 
 
                            GLORIA 
          Well, he's a sissy, so I don't know if it's going to  
          work out or not. 
 
                            MARTY 

Oh, you two will be fine together.  One big sissy girl,   
That's him I'm talking about of course not you.   
 And then one hell of bitch. 

 
                            KEVIN  
          I guess they say opposites attract. 
 
                        GLORIA 

I'm tired of being angry all the time.  I think I should                
start abusing drugs too, to calm myself down.  I'd  
 probably be nicer then. 

 
                            KEVIN 

You don't need drugs.  Don't be influenced by Marty's               
lifestyle. 

 
                            GLORIA 
          I think you're right.  I just need to calm down and  
          pray.  Do you guys want to pray with me? 
      
                                MARTY 

Sure.  Why the hell not.  An encounter with God is  
what started all of this nonsense anyways. Right? 

 
                        KEVIN 
          Hey, ye of little faith. Just accept what you're  
          doing is right and let the girl pray. 
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                            MARTY 
          But don't you ever examine all of this crazy stuff  
          that's going on and wonder why we're doing this. 
 
                            KEVIN 
       Because Jesus says so.  Now don't blaspheme against  
          Jesus.  He might send you to Hitler in hell and let  
          him have his way with you. 
 
                            GLORIA 
          Are you two going to jerk each other off?  Or are we  
          going to pray? 
 
                            KEVIN 
          Fine let's pray. 
 
            MARTY 
          Let's do. 
 
Everybody bows their head and Gloria starts the prayer. 
 
                                GLORIA 
          Dear most sacred heavenly father.  Please help us  
          today- 
 
                             MARTY 
          Hey wait a second have you guys ever wondered why  
          God is a Man? 
 
                            GLORIA 
          Will you let me pray asshole? 
 
                        MARTY 
          Sure, I'm sorry for wiping a monster turd on that prayer. 
 
                        KEVIN 
          I have, but I’m not sure why he is a man. 
 
            GLORIA 
          Hey, are we going to pray or am I going to have to  
          chase you two down again and blow both of your  
          brains out. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          Fine.  Let's pray. 
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Everybody bows their heads again.  Then the door swings wide open and 
in walks  Hunter S. Thompson. 
 
                            MARTY 
          Hey, aren't you Hunter S. Thompson? 
 
                          THOMPSON 
          Some people call me that.  But some people call me  
          pecker head too so I don't know exactly.  I heard you two  
          are trying to become President and Vice President of  
          our fine country. 
 
                            MARTY 
          That’s true.  But wait, I thought you were dead. 
 
                          THOMPSON 
          Nope.  It was just a hoax.  I've been living peacefully  
          in the woods in Montana where Jack Kerouac used to  
          live. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          Really?  So what brings you here? 
 
                              THOMPSON 
          Well, the good Lord sent me as his messenger to tell  
          you what to do next in your campaign. 
          
                                MARTY 
          Okay, you have our attention, so go ahead and fill us  
          in with what our mission is. 
 
Hunter S. Thompson searches his pants pockets for the letter from God 
while staring at some of Marty's knick-knacks then finds a folded up 
grocery list in the right side pocket of his pants, opens it up then 
reads it. All of this is done while he is saying: 
 
                          THOMPSON 

Where is it?  Is it this pocket or that pocket?   
          Sorry, these knick knacks had me confused.  I thought  
          that I was in my grandmother's house again.  So, the  

message is this.  I need a fifth of Crown Royal whiskey,                     
some ether, mescaline, two large plastic zip lock bags full 
of grass, and a case of cheap beer.  Oh wait never mind 
that's my grocery list.   

 
Hunter S. Thompson searches his pockets again and finds it in his 
left side pants pocket while saying: 
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                              THOMPSON 
          God, where is that letter at?  Oh yes, here it is.   
          You both should be proud of what you're doing for  
          this great country, blah, blah, blah, let me skip a  
          few lines of this nonsense.  Blah, blah, blah.  Blah,  
          blah, blah.  You're supposed to get a good night's  
          sleep and be at the statue of Abe Lincoln in Washington 
          D.C in the morning by ten a.m.  And we’re supposed to 

take my pink Cadillac that I drove here to get there.     
Just out of curiosity have any of you read my books? 

 
                               GLORIA 
          Well, uh.  No, no I haven't. 
 
                                KEVIN 
          No, I sure haven't. 
 
                                MARTY 
          Sadly to say I haven't either.  But man, this just  
          keeps getting better and better first it was Obama  
          and now it's Hunter S. Thompson. 
 
                          THOMPSON 
          Yeah, I know.  But if I'm so great.  Why haven't any  
          of you guys read any of my books? 
 
                                MARTY 
          I did see the Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas movie  
          and that was good. 
 
                                KEVIN 
          Me too. 
 
                            GLORIA 
          Me three. 
 
                           THOMPSON 
          I think that most people aren’t that interested in the 
          books I have written and that is depressing. 
 
                                KEVIN 
          I am interested in your work, but I just haven’t got  
          around to reading it.  I will someday though. 
 
                                MARTY 
          I think I feel the same way Kevin does about your work. 
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                                GLORIA 
          Yeah, me too. 
 
                               THOMPSON 
          Maybe we should just forget the mission and I’ll party with  
          Marty for a week straight instead and then pass out for  
          three days. 
 
                                GLORIA  
          I've really been thinking about carving a “Z” in your  
          forehead, so if you want to party with me that's fine. 
 
                           THOMPSON 
          No, on second thought we should definitely go to D.C.  
          and I think one of you should check her for knives. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          Oh, she's fine.  She's not the violent type.  You know  

I haven’t partied in a long time now, but I am kinda 
getting in the mood for a good buzz.  Maybe we can party 
for a little bit and then head to D.C. 

 
                               THOMPSON 
          Alright.  I think we could do that my trunk is filled  
          with all sorts of booze and drugs.  Now let's get  
          blown out before we start this trip. 
 
MONTAGE 
The band MGMT’s “Time to Pretend” begins playing while everybody is 
still inside Marty's apartment and they're packing a massive bowl of 
weed into a water bong with four hoses and they are getting high.  
Then they're drinking shots of Crown Royal along with beer and then 
they're all passing around an ether rag.  Everybody comes out of 
Marty's apartment and goes down the stairs and heads to Thompson's 
car which is completely trashed and then you hear a record scratch 
and the music stops. 
 
END MONTAGE 
 
                                GLORIA 
          How the hell are we supposed to get there in this thing? 
 
                        KEVIN 
          Does it even operate? 
 
                           THOMPSON 
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          Yeah, it does.  She's a bit of a lush.  So, don't mind  
          her haggard appearance. 
 
                                GLORIA 
          We're going to die if we go anywhere in that car. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          No, it'll be fine.  We all saw Fear and Loathing right? 
 
                            MARTY 
          Yeah. 
 
                        KEVIN 
          Nobody dies in that movie while they’re driving around  
          in this same exact car so you know that we can trust him. 
 
                                GLORIA  
          Fine, but I'm riding shotgun. 
 
Kevin, Marty, Gloria, and Thompson all get into the car.  Marty and 
Kevin are in the back seat.  Marty is sitting behind Thompson and 
Kevin is sitting behind Gloria.  Thompson is driving the Cadillac and 
Gloria is in the front passenger side seat. 
 
INT-PINK CADILLAC-NIGHT 
Marty, Kevin, Thompson, and Gloria have all hopped into the car and 
take off with the radio blasting “One Toke Over the Line” by Brewer 
and Shipley. 
 
While the song plays Marty sings out: 
 
                            MARTY 
          One rabbit fell in the mud sweet Jesus.  One dog fell  
          in the poop.  One little turtle took a pee on little  
          kitty.  One ape ran in the woods. 
 
                          RADIO BROADCASTER 

We interrupt this broadcast for a special announcement                               
there's a man on the loose who's saying that he's- 

         
Hunter S. Thompson turns the radio station and then says: 
 
                          THOMPSON 
          We don't need to listen to that.  Let me check what  
          else is on.  
 
                        KEVIN 
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          Wait!  I wanted to hear that. 
 
                          THOMPSON 
          Here what?  What we need is a song man.  Not some  

boring radio show about some derelict wandering around                           
murdering people. 

 
                            GLORIA 
          Murdering people?  I didn't hear anything about a  
          man trying to murder people. 
 
                          THOMPSON 
          Well, that's what they were going to say. 
 
                            GLORIA 
          How did you know that? 
 
                          THOMPSON 
          Because it was on earlier when I was driving over to  
          your house. 
 
                                KEVIN 
          So, why did you fake your suicide? 
 
                          THOMPSON 
          Because all of them damn people wouldn't leave me  
          alone.  I could never get any work done.  I just  
          needed to escape from the media frenzy. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          I think that it's pretty cool that you're a writer. 
 
                           THOMPSON 

Yeah, I am, but I don't write everyday or anything like          
that.  It comes and goes in waves. 

    
                                MARTY 
          Really?  I should be a writer too.  Maybe we could  
          hang out sometime and work on a novel together. 
 
                           THOMPSON 
          Well, I usually work alone, but I might take you up on  
          that offer. 
 
                            MARTY 
          Cool man.   
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Hunter S. Thompson turns up the radio on full blast, floors the gas 
pedal to pass a car, while saying: 
 
                           THOMPSON 
          Quiet night huh? 
 
Hunter S. Thompson thinks to himself: 
 
                        THOMPSON (VO) 
          No mishaps yet tonight.  This might be a quiet drive  
          after all. 
 
Then a herd of psychedelic rainbow swirl painted pigs start crossing 
the road and Hunter swerves off the road to miss them and starts 
driving through a recently cultivated corn field and then he says: 
 
                        THOMPSON (VO) 

You pink and yellow bastards.  Rainbow hipsters always      
trying to get in the way of things. 

 
                           GLORIA 
          Where are you going? 
 
                          THOMPSON 

I think I know a shortcut through the woods.  There's  
another highway on the other side of these trees. 

 
Hunter hits the gas and the car begins to sparkle and changes into 
Chitty, chitty, bang, bang, and everybody is excited with smiles on 
their faces and then everyone in the car starts to sing:   
  
                         
                         EVERYONE IN THE CAR 

Chitty-Chitty-Bang-Bang, Chitty-Chitty-Bang-Bang,      
Chitty-Chitty-Bang-Bang we love you.  And our Chitty- 
Chitty-Bang-Bang, Chitty-Chitty-Bang-Bang, loves us too. 

  
 
                                KEVIN 
          You know what I was thinking Hunter? 
 
                              THOMPSON 
          No, I haven’t the slightest clue. 
 
                                KEVIN 
          I was thinking that we should have you as our  
          Secretary of Defense. 
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                              THOMPSON 

That sounds excellent.  Brace yourselves my friends      
it's going to get to be fire and brimstone on your asses. 

 
MONTAGE 
 
Then the car goes up a dirt ramp and over a large river while the 
song “Chitty-Chitty-Bang-Bang” by the Sherman Brothers begins 
playing.  They land safely and then a flock of seagulls comes from 
out of nowhere and pelts the car and everyone inside from above with 
a storm of shit. 
 
END MONTAGE  
 
                          THOMPSON 
          Were those fucking things bats man? 
 
                           GLORIA 
          I don't think so.  I think they were seagulls. 
 
                          THOMPSON 
          Oh, I guess I might be just a little bit high right now  
          then. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          Are you safe to drive? 
 
                          THOMPSON 
          Yeah, I'm good as a groundhog digging a hole to burrow  
          into. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          Okay. 
 
                          THOMPSON 
          You guys should get some rest.  So, you can be refreshed  
          by the morning.  I've snorted enough cocaine to kill a  
          horse, so I'll be up for hours.  So, you don't have to  
          be worried about me passing out behind the wheel.  You  

     have a big day ahead of yourselves tomorrow and we'll be 
     on the road all night, so now's the only time to get some 
     sleep.  I'm not some psychopathic freakazoid, so you don't 

          have to be worried about me molesting you while you sleep 
          either. 
 
                           GLORIA 
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          Alright everybody.  Orders are orders.  So, it's time to  
          call it a night.  And no back talking either.  We really  
          need our rest. 
 
Kevin and Marty close their eyes, get comfortable, and then Gloria 
says to Thompson: 
 
                           GLORIA  
          You're really nice for doing this for us. 
 
                          THOMPSON 

Well, with God it's either do it or fucking get a led    
bullet in your ass for disobedience.  So, I gladly obey 
even though I get pissed off at his shit eating grin 
sometimes. 

 
                           GLORIA 
          Yeah, he's a hard man to please sometimes.  But usually  

     he's pretty legit and helps me with my problems, so I like     
          serving the Lord. 
 
Hunter S. Thompson pulls out his fly swatter and starts swatting at 
the air while saying: 
 
                          THOMPSON 
          Yeah, me too man.  Me too. 
 
                           GLORIA 
          Well, I should go to bed because I don't want to be tired  
          when we meet whoever were supposed to at the Lincoln 
          Memorial. 
 
FADE OUT 
 
EXT-LINCOLN MEMORIAL-DAY 
The Abe Lincoln statue is alive and he is sitting down where you 
normally would find him and everybody is standing around him. 
             
                               KEVIN 
          So, Honest Abe what is our mission? 
   
                          LINCOLN 
          You're actually supposed to go on tour and be rap stars  
          and not be President and Vice President. 
        
                               KEVIN 
          Now that shouldn't be too bad. 
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                               MARTY 
          Yeah, I was actually enjoying doing that. 
      
                              LINCOLN 
          Actually you all are supposed to get jobs and you're not  
          even going to be rap stars. 
 
                           KEVIN 
          Well, that blows. 
 
                           MARTY 
          Yeah, who the hell put you in charge you behemoth. 
 
                          LINCOLN 
          I did.  Now, I'm really just teasing you all.  What you  
          really need to do is use the remaining money that you  
          have and buy drugs and then sell them to addicts. 
 
                               KEVIN 
          I don't want to do that. 
 
                          LINCOLN 
          I'm actually just kidding again. 
 
                          THOMPSON 
          Come on get to the point dipshit. 
 
                          LINCOLN 
          Well, since you guys actually aren't going to be President  

and Vice President; I will be President and George   
Washington is going to be Vice President. 

 
                       MARTY 

That's terrible.  We thought that us being able to be    
politicians would do some good for this country. 

 
                          LINCOLN 

Yeah, but you guys are kinda dumb, so me and old Washington 
are going to do the job. 

   
                       KEVIN 
          Oh man this blows.  I'm going to quit all of this stuff  
          again and just go back to being a druggie. 
 
                           GLORIA 
          I wouldn't go back to being a druggie, but this guy is  
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          more qualified. He did free the slaves after all. 
 
                          THOMPSON 

Yeah, I guess you guys are kinda unqualified for jobs in 
the government. 

 
                           KEVIN 
          So, what do we get to do as our jobs instead? 
 
                          LINCOLN 
          You guys get to be janitors. 
 
                               MARTY 
          Janitors.  Wow, that's awesome.  I've always wanted to  
          be a janitor. 
 
                          LINCOLN 
          Really? 
 
                      MARTY 
          Yeah, it's like my dream occupation. 
 
                          LINCOLN 
          He's lying actually I can tell. 
 
                           MARTY 
          No, I'm not lying.  I don't mind cleaning shit off the  
          floor and whipping piss off toilet seats.  It's really  
          not a bad job. 
 
                           LINCOLN 
          You're lying. Aren't you? 
 
                        MARTY 
          Yeah, I don't want to be a god forsaken slave again. 
 
                           LINCOLN 
          Well, it's to help out a good cause and sometimes you have  
          to play second fiddle. 
 
                        MARTY 
          I think this is like last chair. 
           
                               LINCOLN 
          It's the way it's supposed to be. 
 
                            MARTY 
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Fine.  I guess we're doomed to be the pawns in someone    
else's game. 

   
                           LINCOLN 

Once again, I'm actually just kidding.  You guys just 
          need to be a little more professional with what you're 
          doing.  You need to take some classes regarding politics,  
          economics, and history.  Plus, you'll have to cut down 
          on the partying for at least a little while.  You're 
          going to go to school at Harvard University.  You’ve 
          already been enrolled in classes.  All you have to do is, 
          pick up the schedules of your guy’s classes. 
 
                            MARTY   

     Harvard?  That's wicked sweet. 
 
                        KEVIN 
          Yeah, this should be pretty cool. 
 
                           LINCOLN 

Like I said earlier you've already been enrolled in classes 
and they start tomorrow.  So, make sure that you get your 
rest and eat your Wheaties. 

 
                            KEVIN 
          Okay, we'll make sure that we do that. 
 
                           LINCOLN 

Well, my job here is done. And if you guys ever need a     
friend to talk to you can always visit me.  You know    
where I stay, so I'll see you all on the flip side. 

 
EXT-HARVARD UNIVERSITY-DAY 
Kevin, Marty, Thompson, and Gloria are all walking towards the school 
while talking to each other. 
 
                            KEVIN 

You guys this is so bad ass.  Marty and I actually flunked    
out of high school, so I'm really surprised that we're 
doing this. 

 
                                GLORIA 
          You guys both flunked out of high school? 
 
                            KEVIN 

Yeah, the reason was because all of our teachers hated 
us…Or maybe because we wanted to party all the time and not 
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do our homework. 
 
                           THOMPSON 

Well, we all have to stay sober while we do this.  So,    
that we can get the job done right. 

 
                                MARTY 

Well, we have a lot of work to do and it all starts  
today. 

 
INT-CLASSROOM-DAY 
 
MONTAGE 
 
A professor is at a podium inside a classroom and Marty, Kevin, 
Thompson, and Gloria are all taking notes while the song "Hysteria" 
by the band called Muse begins playing.  Then they're at their house 
watching videos of another candidate's speech on TV.  Then they're 
all sitting around a table eating dinner.  Then they're all outside 
around a campfire while Kevin is reading from a book on politics 
while the rest are listening.  Then Kevin is up late studying.  Then 
Gloria is up late studying.  Then Thompson is up late studying.  Then 
Marty is up late studying. Then they all get up from where they're 
sitting and turn off their lights. 
 
END MONTAGE 
 
EXT-HAVARD'S FOOTBALL FIELD-DAY     
On the screen we see a graduation ceremony about to take place and 
see the caption: 
 
                           “12 Months Later” 
 
Marty, Kevin, Gloria, and Thompson are all sitting next to each other 
in the middle of the football field inside of Harvard Stadium at 
their graduation ceremony dressed in their blue caps and gowns. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          Dude, I can't believe that we made it.  This is so bad ass. 
 
                            GLORIA 
          I know.  We're going to run this country like nobody else  
          has before us. 
 
                            MARTY 
          Yeah, we're freaking all stars man.  I hope that I get that  
          new transformer toy as my graduation gift. 
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                           THOMPSON 
          So, are we going to party tonight or what? 
 
                            GLORIA 

I don't know if we should do that.  Aren't we supposed     
to stay away from drugs and alcohol to be on the right 
track? 

   
                           THOMPSON 
          Yeah, but I've functioned for years while doing drugs. 
 
                            GLORIA 

Well, maybe you'll live an extra couple of years if you    
stay sober. 

 
A military helicopter flies down from above and lands next to where 
Marty, Kevin, Thompson, and Gloria are all sitting. 
 
                            KEVIN 
          Oh, my God.  I wonder why that military helicopter is  
          here? 
 
                        MARTY 

     I don't know.  I wonder if they're coming after me for  
     that pizza I stole last night. 

 
                               THOMPSON 

     I don't know what they're doing here either, but this  
     is making me paranoid.   

 
Then Hunter S. Thompson thinks to himself: 
 
                         THOMPSON(VO) 

And I'm not even on drugs, so this can't be a     
hallucination. 

 
The military aircraft lands and then the two soldiers aboard, 
excluding the pilot, come over to the four who are waiting to see why 
they are there. 
 
                          MILLITARY OFFICER #1 

Hey we need all four of you guys to come with us right    
away.  Top leaders at the Pentagon have requested that  
we get all four of you in our custody and detain you  
until one of the people from the State Department can  
talk with you. 
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                         KEVIN  
          But why do you need us? 
 
                          MILITARY OFFICER #1 
          It's top secret government information that can't be  
          given out by me or any of my team members. 
 
                             MARTY 
          This isn't about that pizza I stole.  Is it? 
 
                          MILITARY OFFICER #1 
          No, this isn't.   
 
                             GLORIA 
          So, where are we going to? 
 
                           MILITARY OFFICER #1 
          We're going to a bunker outside of Washington D.C.,  
          where we can keep you all safe until the riots have  
          died down. 
 
                                THOMPSON 
          Who's rioting? 
 
                           MILITARY OFFICER #1 

     Well, there seems to be hundreds of millions of people  
in hundreds of major cities across the country gathering      
for some kind of movement against the government. 

    
                                 KEVIN 
          This sounds pretty serious then. 
 
                           MILITARY OFFICER #1 
          Yes, it is.  Now I need for all of you guys to follow  
          me over to the helicopter to get on board. 
 
Marty, Gloria, Thompson, and Kevin follow Military Officer #1 along 
with his co-worker, Military Officer #2 walk over to the helicopter. 
 
                           MILITARY OFFICER #2 

Everybody get on board.  We need to get out of here because      
there might be snipers around here waiting to get a good 
shot on you guys. 

 
Everybody gets on board of the chopper and they take off. 
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INT-HELICOPTER-DAY 
Marty, Kevin, Gloria, Thompson and a few military personnel are on 
board of the helicopter flying over towns below. 
 
                           MILITARY OFFICER #1 

When we get to the bunker you guys are going to go     
through a security checkpoint where they check you for 
weapons. 

 
                             KEVIN 
          We aren't in any kind of trouble are we? 
 
                           MILITARY OFFICER #1 

I can't say.  I was told just to pick you guys up and   
bring you in due to the mass rioting. 

 
Gloria gets close to Kevin and snuggles with him and they rest their 
heads on each other.  She whispers something into his ear and then he 
smiles.  Everybody else on board of the chopper smiles too.  They fly 
across many miles of various sorts of country side, towns, and cities 
and then land at the bunker in Washington D.C. 
 
EXT-HELICOPTER-DAY 
Everybody is getting off of the helicopter and the military officer 
says: 
 
                           MILITARY OFFICER #1 
      We need to hurry because time is running out. 
 
Kevin, Marty, Thompson, and Gloria are escorted to the secret bunker 
by the military personnel. 
 
INT-BUNKER-DAY 
Kevin, Marty, Gloria, and Thompson are being escorted by the military 
personnel to the security checkpoint.  Once they arrive there they 
are individually searched. 
 
                           MILITARY OFFICER #1 

Okay, well I'll see you guys later.  My colleague       
Jerome is on the other side of this security checkpoint.  
He's the guy dressed like I am and he'll see you to where 
you're supposed to be heading from here on out. 

 
Thompson gets searched while saying: 
 
                            THOMPSON 

Don't mind the half pound of heroin that's in my boot       
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I was just saving that for a rainy day. 
 
                            SECURITY GUARD #3 

We'll have to confiscate that for now and maybe you'll  
get it back later. 

 
Another security guard is waving a wand over Marty and gets to his 
crotch and then the detector sounds it's alarm and Marty says: 
 
                             MARTY 

That's just my Prince Albert that I got the other day.       
It's a special gift for my girlfriend. 

 
                            SECURITY GUARD #2 
          Well, I'll have to trust you on that one. 
 
Everybody else scans out fine and then Gloria and Kevin kiss and then 
Thompson says: 
  
                                THOMPSON 
          C'mon you two love birds; we don't have time for this. 
 
They disembrace from each other and then are escorted down the hall 
by a team of military personnel.  They come to a doorway and then the 
Military Officer says: 
 
                          MILITARY OFFICER #3 

Alright.  You all need to brace yourselves for what's   
inside. 

 
INT-ROOM-DAY 
Obama is lying down in bed with a breathing and feeding tube going in 
through his mouth, IV's hooked up to him, and it's apparent that he's 
very ill. 
 
                           GLORIA 
          Did he get shot? 
 
                          MILITARY OFFICER #3 

Yes, he was on vacation visiting soldiers in Guam.        
And one of the terrorists who was part of the current 
revolutionary movement that's been going on shot him in the 
chest. 

 
Kevin, Marty, Thompson, and Gloria all have sad looks on their faces.  
Then Gloria tears up and says: 
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                           GLORIA 
          Is he going to die? 
 
                          MILITARY OFFICER #3 

Well, it doesn't look good for him and he's been in   
critical care for the past eight hours.  So, we'll                
see, but what's more important to know is that you                  
guys are going to be put into office right away. 

 
                           THOMPSON 
          Well, what about the Vice President?  Isn’t he supposed  
          to be the next in line to be President if something  
          happens to the President. 
 
                          MILITARY OFFICER #3 

     He was actually shot in the head on his visit to Guam 
     and he's dead.  We've kept the story concealed, so that  

the media doesn't know and start publicizing the story, 
which would get the movement more members giving them more 
power and a higher desire to form a coupe and take over the 
government.  And I know what you're going to ask next, 
which is, "What about the Speaker of the House?  Shouldn't 
he be next in line in the presidential succession?"  Well, 
unbelievably the entire succession of the President were 
actually all kidnapped by various sub-groups of the same 
regime that injured the President and killed the Vice 
President.  And it’s definitely too unsafe to hold a public 
election right now due to all the terrorist’s at large.  
So, Obama mentioned you two to the Senate as possibilities 
to be voted in by them since you two were the most likely 
to have won the majority of votes by the public.  Now as 
you probably could already guess; you two were in fact 
voted in by them earlier today. 

 
                                KEVIN 

Wow, it blows my mind that all of this is going on.     
I feel speechless.   

 
                                MARTY 

     I'd have to say the same.  I really didn't ever think  
that something on a large scale like this would ever   
happen.  And I want to feel joy that I am now the Vice 
President of the United States, but I didn’t want for  
it to happen this way. 

   
                         MILITARY OFFICER #3 

     We have to get you guys into bullet proof vests and  
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     then we're going to an emergency inauguration at the  
     White House where you'll be asked to do a televised  
     speech. 

 
                            KEVIN 
          Me, I don't know if I'm ready for this. 
 
                         MILITARY OFFICER #3 

     Sir, you'll be fine.  Just come up with a few ideas to  
tell people about what's happened to the former president 
and Vice President, along with the emergency vote in.  Then 
let them know that everything's going to be okay and that 
you have everything in order and that there's no need for 
them to worry.  Comfort and security are the two most 
important elements you should be talking to them about 
after you get done telling them about what's happened to 
the President and Vice President. 

 
                            KEVIN 
                    (becoming full of courage.) 
          Okay, okay, okay. I can do it. 
 
                         MILITARTY OFFICER #3 
          I'm sure you'll be fine sir. 
 
                              THOMPSON 
          Yeah, just have some faith in yourself. 
 
 
                        KEVIN 
          Okay. 
 
                        MILITARY OFFICER #3 

     Well, I guess we should be escorting you guys back to  
     the White  House now so that you can get started on that  
     speech and have it ready in time for the press conference 
     at 7 P.M. 

 
Marty pats Kevin on the shoulder while saying: 
 
                            MARTY 
          Alright, let's do this thing. 
 
INT-WHITE HOUSE-EVENING 
Kevin, Marty, Thompson, and Gloria are all at the press conference in 
a hall inside of the White House.  Kevin is up at the podium and the 
rest of them are sitting down behind him.  The room is filled with 
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reporters from newspapers and TV news stations. 
 
                        KEVIN 

Good evening America.  I am here to inform you that       
a major tradegy occurred to the President and Vice 
President as they are no longer with us.  This has left us 
mourning a great loss.  President Obama and Vice President 
Biden were on a business trip in Guam over the weekend when 
snipers from a terrorist regime shot Vice President    
Biden in the head killing him and President Obama in     
the heart leaving him in critical condition until this 
afternoon when he passed away.  Just to make things worse 
the entire succession of the president beyond former Vice 
President Joe Biden has been kidnapped by that same 
terrorist organization.  And because of all of the acts of 
terror, along with rioting and looting that has been going 
on; the governing authorities that still stand for this 
great nation decided that it would be a risk for the voters 
to have an election.  This has led the remaining governing 
leaders of our great country to the tough decision of 
putting myself, Kevin Millenheimer into power as President, 
along with a dear friend of mind Marty Duncan as my Vice 
President.  We were told that we were the most popular 
candidates amongst you all, which is another reason that we 
were elected by the powers that be, and we are thankful for 
your support.  So, until we have matters under control with 
all of the terrorism that is going on and we have another 
Presdential election, we will be your new President and 
Vice President of the United States of America.  We thank 
you all and hope you have a good night and even better 
tomorrow.   

 
 
 


